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Five social work
professors protest
dean appointment

L

By Cary Wyani-Schairer
Five Chicano faculty members of the School
of Social Work have written SJSU President Gail
Fullerton protesting her appointment of Orpha
Quadros, professor of social work, as interim
dean of the school.
Quadros replaces Dean Luis Medina, who is
leaving SJSU at the end of the semester, until a
permanent dean is found for the school.
Professors Jose Villa, Jose Carrasco, Simon
Dominguez, Armand Sanchez and lecturer Velia
Garcia told Fullerton they ’’strongly object to
the method of selecting an interim (dean ) and to
the appointment itself."
They said Fullerton didn’t consult them
before appointing Quadros, who they say "lacks
experience with the Chicano community."
Quadros is on medical leave and was not
available for comment.

The letter also cites Quadros as "a central
figure in the philosophical differences" among
the school’s faculty.
Villa told the Daily that some faculty put too
much emphasis on giving students clinical skills.
The mission of the school, Villa said, is -to
educate social workers who understand the
process of empowerment so they can bring about
institutional change."
He said Chicanos and other minorities "are
required to come to service-oriented institutional
settings where they have no sense of belonging."
The school’s mission of training social
workers to work with Hispanics, Villa said,
should include teaching students to help
Hispanics deal with those institutions.
Carrasco said the Chicano faculty
"acknowledge a need ( to teach) good clinical
skills," but said the school needs to recognize
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that students with wily those skills "will burn
out."
In their letter to Fullerton, the Chicano
faculty members charged the administration
with "promoting an outdated perspective" by
training social workers to "promote dependency
on outmoded social service systems."
Villa said the administration asked Medina
for his recommendatin for an interim dean.
"He ( Medina ) is aware of the conflicts
I within the school) and that Quadros would not
be the person to resolve them," Villa said.
Medina was not available for comment.
Villa suggested that Quadros refuse the
position of interim dean and that more faculty be
consulted before another appointment is made.
He said the purpose of the letter to Fullerton
was "to bring out the conflicts in the school, so
we can honestly and openly deal with them."

Perky puppets discuss their
various abilities, disabilities
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Site to become a corporation yard

SJSU recycling center closes down
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"The center was a self-supportive, breakeven operation," Jensen said. "We got enough
money to cover our expenses, such as pay for two
people to run the center and operate a forklift."
Jensen and Jim Rolins, both SJSU students,
ran the center.
"The federal government said every state
must recycle their waste," Jensen said, adding
that a law requiring compliance was put into
effect three years ago.
"The state of California also said every city
must recycle, but San Jose hasn’t made any
provisions for this," he said. "It seems San Jose
is not interested in obeying state law."
But according to Doug Barlow, chief of San
Jose’s code compliance division, "Whenever the
city wants to open a new garbage disposal site,
we have to show the Solid Waste Management
Board that we are recycling 15 percent of the

city’s solid waste."
Recycling 25 percent of California’s solid
waste, while not mandatory, is a statewide goal,
said Dennis Stone of the Solid Waste
Management Board.
According to Jensen, the center handled 15
tons of recyclable material each month.
Jensen said he has worked in recycling
centers since he was 16.
"I helped expand one in Saratoga that now
has curbsite recycling trucks," he said. "They
pick up recyclable material for free.
"When I heard the one at San Jose State was
going down the tubes last yaer, I thought it might
be possible to save it, but it’s failed."
Jensen said most cities bury recyclable
material, adding that it is "an incredible amount
of waste when someone can get money for it. In
the next few years, San Jose is going to have to
do something about it."

Academic calendar revision buries dead day
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By Marianne Croker
Because of problems with the academic
calendar, dead day, which is a day at the end of
the semester set aside for studying with no
classes, has been omitted.
This semester was originally scheduled to
begin Jan. 25 when the calendar was passed by
the Academic Senate in 1979. Dead day was
scheduled for May 20.
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But because it was believed there would not
be enough time between semesters to get grades
and other information mailed out, the schedule
was amended last year and school started on
Jan. 26. Dead day was knocked off the calendar
to make up for the lost day.
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By Steve Fukuda
SJSU students will have to find a new place
to recycle their bottles, aluminum cans, tin cans
and newspapers.
The recycling center, located at Seventh and
Humboldt streets, closed last Sunday to make
room for a corporation yard. The center closed
despite the fact that "about 500 students use the
center on a monthly basis," said Mark Jensen,
recycling center manager.
"What the closing means is that there won’t
be any place in San Jose to recycle except at
Branham High School, which is only open one
day per month," Jensen said.
Harold Manson, assistant to executive vice
president, said the recycling center site is
needed to store construction equipment for a new
student housing facility.,
The A.S. sponsored recycling center was
open Saturdays and Sundays from 9 a.m. to 4
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Mixed feelings have resulted because of this.
"It’s disappointing that we don’t have the
extra day to prepare for final exams," said Mark
Fascilla, business administration senior.
Feeling "less than pleased" about the
situation, Dr. Marion Richards, associate
chairwoman of the English Department, explained that the lack of a dead day will force
many English teachers to come to campus on a
Saturday.
According to Richards, English 1A and 1B
students will take their final this Saturday and
the teachers will have to read them next
Saturday instead of on dead day.
Mark Galbo, molecular biology senior,
believes the lack of a dead day is "ridiculous. I

think anyone taking a comprehensive final in one
of the sciences won’t have time to prepare for
it," he said.
But to some it really doesn’t make any
difference.
"I don’t go to school on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays so it doesn’t matter," said
Bill Biss, finance senior.
"I don’t think dead day makes any differences because if you’re not ready by finals,
one day won’t matter," said Mike McGeoy,
advertising senior.
The last day of classes will be Friday, May
21. Dead days are scheduled for next fall and
spring.

Janet Lewis interprets a puppet show about disabled children.
See page 6 for more details

25% of student body
get monetary help,
school report shows
Financial Aid Director compiles statistics
By Cindy Maro
More than 25 percent of the SJSU student
population is receiving some form of financial aid.
That’s the conclusion of Don Ryan, financial aid
director.
"We have a lot of older, independent students" who
need financial aid to go to school, he said. "We’re not
like Stanford in that our typical recipient would be a
freshman."
Ryan compiled a report on financial aid recipients
during the 1979-80 school year, and he said the report is
still representative of SJSU recipients this year.
SJSU students received more than $10 million in
1979-80, bringing the average award for the 6,240
recipients to nearly $2,000.

assisted more than 3.200 SJSU students with more than
$2.3 million. Pell Grants are given to students in the
greatest financial need.
The Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant
program aided 1,190 SJSU students with $874,485.
SEOGs are given to students whose Pell Grants don’t
fully meet their needs.
College Work Study, designed to create jobs for
needy students, helped 885 students receive more than
$1.2 million.
In addition, 525 students received more than
$576,000 through Cal Grants A and B, two state
programs that aid needy students.
like grants, scholarships do not need to be repaid

SEE RELATED STORY ON PAGE 8
Who were these studetns, and what types of
assistance did they receive?
Minority students received 64 percent of the
financial aid awarded, while other students received 36
percent.
Women were awarded 55 percent of the funds,
while men were given 45 percent.
In addition, juniors received approximately 32
percent of the aid, seniors and freshmen were each
given 23 percent, and sophomores received 22 percent.
Dependent students received 55 percent of the
funds, while independent students were given 45
percent.
Students received aid through grants, loans and
scholarships.
The Pell Grant program ( formerly known as the
Basic Eudcational Opportunity Grant program )
Illii,tr,thor) by Ddvo N,,,

More than 1,300 SJSU students received more than
$520.000 in scholarships from on-campus and off.
campus sources.
The National Direct Student Loan program, which
provides students with money at low interest rates.
aided more than 1,700 students with more than $1.5
million.
Figures were not available for Guaranteed Student
Loan recipients in 1979-80.
However. Peter Bagarozzo, financial aid counselor
specializing in the GSI, program, estimated 2,100 SJSU
students received more than $6 million this year. GS!,
provides students with federally-subsidized bank loans
at up to 9 percent interest.
These are the financial aid programs most commonly used by SJSU recipients. Loans and awards
from more specialized programs contributed to the $10
million in 1979-80
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Hypocritical stroke
When the axman’s blade came down on 10 mens’ sports last month, it
came as no surprise to steady observers of SJSU’s athletic policies
The administration cut 27 scholarships for a savings of $30,000 (torn
sports designated as "minor" from the Mens’ Athletic Department.
The blade really started its descent in the summer of 1980. when SJSU
President Gail Fullerton and Mens’ Athletic Director Dave Adams first
decided that intercollegiate sports teams should be divided into three
tiers
Like a sacred pantheon, the football and basketball teams were
spared the bladesman’s axe and placed securely in the first tier.
Wrestling, soccer and track were relegated to the second level, while
the rest of the mens’ teams were doomed to tier three.
Simply having a three-tiered structure for intercollegiate sports sets
up an inequality that is not only mindless but hypocritical.
SJSU’s basketball team lost more money last year. 850.000. than any
other sport. yet is still considered by the administration to be worthy of
elite status.
The idea behind the administration’s dividing sports into levels
seems to be the hope that the basketball team, like the football team, will
eventually develop into a self-supporting unit.
This profit-before-people mentality is not only unfair but stupid
Why didn’t the administration give superior status to sports. like
wrestling, track and judo, that have excelled in competition over a
number of years’
Their rationale is that basketball, a money-maker at a number of
other campuses. simply has a better potential to eventually replenish
SJSU’s athletic coffers rather than being the constant financial drain it is
now
By taking this route, the administration is practically guaranteeing
that its designated "minor" sports programs will grow weaker and
weaker
It seems as if the more successful teams are being penalized for their
achievements while an anxious administration squanders all its
resources on a moribund program which has no real prognosis for improvement.
Another favorite argument by the administration is that some
programs, most notably track, have been able to survive without any
scholarship money from the university.
The track team has been able to scrounge up enough money from
outside sources, such as alurnm, to offer the NCAA maximum number of
scholarships.
Unfortunately, the administration doesn’t pursue this argument to its
obvious conclusion.
If a sport with limited appeal can attract a sigrufLant amount of
outside funding. SJSU’s "big time" football program should be able to
attract at least some funds from rabid supporters.
The football team is currently receiving 95 scholarships from SJSU.
the maximum allowed under NCAA rules, over a four-year span.
Programs without the large-scale media exposure of football could
obviously use more support from the school, while football gathers some
money from its partisans.
The administration’s attitude can only guarantee 10 teams forever
doomed
The administration’s attitude can only guarantee 10 teams forever
doomed to the wastebasket while football and basketball make sporadic
attempts at escaping mediocrity and brief appearances in the Top 30,

Sexism justifiable; men AREN’T equal
if trc Equal Rights Amendment
could give women the nght to be
considered of equal capacity to do
quantitative reasoning. I would
probably be out campaigning instead of sitting here in school
Unfortunately, we cannot pass a
law to change our perspective of the
sexes from stereotype to objective
reality It is. perhaps. naive to
believe that "science" leads
automatically to ’ ’truth- since
stereotypic assumptions have all too
often shaped the design of research
in psychology and biology
In a lower division biology
course on this campus, a course
required for many majors. it is
being taught that our traditional
view of women as having less math
ability, being more emotional, more
intuitive, and being better able to
understand a baby’s cry, is founded
in biology and is a function of
woman’s genetically determined
brain organization.
When pressed for evidence of
woman’s innate math disability’. a
study by Camilla Benbow and Julian
Stanley 1981’ was offered Benbow
and Stanley are not biologists, they
are psychologists, and what they
found was that among a group of
mathematically talented junior high
school students, from 1972 to 1980.
boys scored higher on SAT math
tests than girls.
Upon this evidence alone,
without controlling for other
variables such as learning experience outside school. Benbow and
Stanley concluded that genes had to
be responsible for at least some of
the difference.
L. H. Fox. and S. J. Cohn 1980’
looked at the same data and found
that in 1972.19 percent f i’ne boys
scored higher than tr highest
sy three
scoring girl, but in 197"
and
percent of seventh grack
9.8 percent of eighth grade boys
outscored the highest scoring girl.
By 1978 the difference in favor of the
boys was only .1 percent and by 1980
there was only one boy outscoring
the top girl.
If math disability in women is
genetic, nc, amount of education is
going to change it. but in fact there
are a host of environmental factors
that affect math achievement, ire

eluding ethnic background. parental
styles. socio-economic status, and
expectations of teachers. parents.
friends, and selves
One study shows that girls do
better when the administrator of the
test is female than when male, and
another study shows that girls’
comprehension improves when
math problems are presented in
feminine interests
Helen Agin 1974 found that
parents of daughters were surprised
to learn that their daughters were
gifted in math, but boys’ parents
were very well aware of their sons’
talent.
It is important to remember that
boys and girls come from different
cultures that only occasionally
overlap All too often while girls are
playing with "Stine Homemaker"
toys and "Barbie dolls" their
brothers are developing their spatial
skills at little league ball games.
video games, and bicycle and auto
mechanics. skills which seem to be
related to math ability.
When talented girls who
dropped out of accelerated math
courses were interviewed it was
learned that they didn’t drop out
because they couldn’t cope with the
concepts being taught, but because
they found the classes dull, they
wanted to be with ’their regular
classmates. and they found the boys
in the advanced classes to be "little
creeps"
A 1982 study at the University of
Chicago refutes the Benbow and
Stanley study and concludes that
there "is just no difference at all
between the ability of boys and girls
to learn mathematics."
When asked to produce evidence
supporting the statement that
women have a biological ability to
understand a baby’s cry that men
don’t have, none was offered.
Indeed, the evidence shows that
what appears to be maternal instinct" is actually learned behavior
on both a human and an animal
level. When apes in zoos have not
had the opportunity to learn appropriate maternal behaviors they
will hold their offspring upside
down, neglect to feed them, and the
offspring will die unless humanS

intervenc
No evidence was offered tu
support the contention that women
are more emotional than men
although this author has found
studies which positively correlate
testosterone male hormone , levels
with aggression.
The idea that women are rightbrained creatures appears equally
false. When women sustain damage
to the left language brain, they are
able to transfer those functions to
the right brain better than men The
general consensus of opinion in the
psychology and biology literature is
that women are verbally superior
and less lateralized than men.
In other words, women are more
whole-brained and men are more
half-brained. This, ladies, explains
why so many of the other sex seem
to be half-witted But remember,
they can’t help it. so don’t make fun
of them
As lone as we believe that the
brains of women are biologically
constructed to understand a baby’s
cry but not differential equations.
women will continue to be consigned
to a role of domesticity with full
responsibility for the production as
well as reproduction of the next
generation of the species. along with
the housekeeping chores which are
Incidental to that lifestyle.
Women will be denied a role in
the marketplace except as domestic
consumers, affirmative action
notwithstanding.
From my perspective as a
psychobiology student. I see that
although God may have created
Man first. Mother Nature created
woman first.
If the essence of femaleness lies
in the reproduction function. then
amoebas and paramecium and other
little animals who reproduce without
males are females.
One day there was a mutation.
This mutant creature had an Incomplete X female , gene. It had a
male gene without very much
information on it. The male
chromosome is =complete and the
male is genetically deficient.
As Valerie Solanis said in her
manifesto, the male is "...a walking
abortion. aborted at the gene
stage..." For some reason Mother

Rapists don’t fear
tear gas weapons

If you feel you need more infarmation contact a local rape and
battenng hotline If you want to
ignore me. that’s OK also. The point
is that now you at least have some
information that can help you make
the decision that is best for you. The
choice is always y ours
Debra Y. Delgado
graduate student

Nature thought it would improve the
human species. and so she let it live
and called It "Man:*
It is interesting to speculate that
his genetic deficiency may be
related to his brain laterality and
may be the underlying reason for his
tendency to half-wittedness.
At any rate, man realizes his
inferior role in the reproduction of
the species and has developed
significant anxiety over it since he
can never be absolutely sure that his
mate’s children are his own. To
relieve the tension of this conflict
man has projected his own womb
envy onto women in the form of
"penis envy."
Although it it true that females
will often admit to envy of male
power. they almost never report
envy of the penis. However, during
moments of intimacy men will often
confess to their wives and lovers
their envy of the womb and breast.
Another result of the male’s
genetic deficiency is the abnormally
high production of testosterone
male hormone) in the blood. This
hormone has been positively
correlated to aggression. This finding has enormous social implications.
It is obvious that woman’s
primary task must be to disarm man
before he completely destroys the
world with his nuclear toys. If homo
sapiens can be saved, then the male
of the species must either submit to
hormonal alteration or a rigidly
enforced curfew and confinement
when their hormones rage out of
control, so that people can live and
work without fear.
A plausible case can be made
that the teaching of sexist theories is
an aggressive act. At any rate. those
theories that uphold sexism are all
too often used to uphold racism. I
urge students of both sexes and all
races to demand the evidence when
encountering sexist and/or racist
teachings. to examine such evidence
with a critical eye, and to refuse to
be taken in by a perverted "science"
which only functions to uphold the
sexist and racist status quo.
By Ruth Priest
Ruth Priest Is a unclassfled
graduate student

thc mailbag
Divine response to
"Weeks Speaks"
Editor:
Dear Miss Weeks.
I hope you have a nice social life
this summer without a tan: You
obviously think by not having a tan.
you will be noticed: but I have news
for you, you won’t even be noticed’
Ever heard of talk. dark and
handsome" What is your hangup-

natural thing in this world. It is
mind-relaxing and at the same time
energizing The sun has vitamin D
and is healthy for the skin if not
abused.
Being a native Southern
Californian. I feel lam somewhat an
authority on the sun. I am the guy
who wears short shorts and soaks up
the sun’s beautiful, tanning rays
while you are wearing your downjacket I say to you what a joke’

Catcho sun is a year-round
delight for the person who appreciates its caring rays. My advice
tc, you is to crawl under an umbrella
and wait for next winter No hard
feelings, have a nice summer and I
will catch plenty of sun for both of
us

Editor:
an
On April 15th y
article entitled "Class Teaches
You will be the only one looking People to Protect Themselves."
More recently. I noticed an anlike a currant white raisin
Spartan for
Scott "Apollo- Dempster nouncement in the
gas class that is going
Public Relations another tear
to be offered on campus through
junior_
Continuing Education. I think it’s
time you give some press time tc, the
aher side of the tear gas story.
Tear gas sold on the common
market is a cheap, watered-down
version of that used by law enforcement officers Contrary to
legend." it does not bring a man
down to his knees in pain The effect
.1 has varies from person to person
The only commonality is that as
effectiveness decreases almost in
direct proportion to the level of
.ntcoucation. This is an important
factor when you consider that the
majority of assaults take place when
the assailant is ’under the influence" drugs or alcohol
A good self-defense course that
.s truly concerned with teaching
people how to protect themselves,
strives to dispel myths Consider the
following statistics compiled by Los
Angeles Commission on Assaults
Against Women almost 50 percent
4 rapes happen in the residence.
roughly half the assaults are
committed by acquaintances, and
Just as many rapes occur during the
day as at night. In short, rape is a
very strategical act, hardly the
spontaneous. uncontrollable act we
are taught to believe This is proven
by the fact that 90 percent (4 convicted rapists have raped mare than
once Rapists have the highest
repeat rate of any criminals
It has been proven that a good
course in assertiveness techniques is
far better protection than a can roster of tear gas The reason the
repeat rate can remain so high is
that rapists know how to select their
victims As a rule they run a series
.4 tests, whereby the grading factor
is intimidation
I can only begin to discuss the
.ssues involved with self-protection
in this letter Basically my intent
was to present another perspective
far any woman seriously considering paying $30 or more for a
tear gas course If you choose to
’isles to my words. then I’m glad

SUBOG praised
for REC forums
Editor:
In refereni.c tc the Ma 7th
article concerning the Rec Center
hearings. I would like to
congratulate Barrett and the board
for continuing to provide student
input opportunities.
Even though there was a lack of
enthusiasm at the first meeting. I
was glad to learn that our student
leaders are keeping their election
promise
I was astounded to discover that
only two students attended the open
hearings last week. This is
especially surprising since the
campaign last March was such an
important issue that it stimulated
one of the largest vote turn-outs in
San Jose State’s history.
Why is it. that now, only two
students are interested"
The entire student body is
funding this project, yet they show
little concern as to how their money
is being spent
Therefore. I assume that all the
students are satisfied, and there will
be no complaints with the design in
the future
However. I’m glad Barrett and
the board have kept a positive attitude and are keeping true to their
word by comtinuing the hearings
Merridee Speer
U ndeclared
freshman

Primary resource
being ’murdered’
Edam)
I can remember when, as a little
girl. I would go with ms mother to
the library, pick out a stack of books
and check them out, proud to bear
the responsibility of having a library
card I could go into the library
whenever I wanted to, and fines
were miniscule
Today. I am an employee of the

San Jose Public Library and have
watched things change for the
worse. Fines have escalated, and
hours have been reduced. And the
situation isn’t looking any brighter
for the future.
The cruelest cut is yet to come.
City Manager Francis Fox has
proposed a budget which calls for a
52.4 percent cut in the library
budget.
To the public, this is what such a
drastic cut means:
I. Seven branch libraries would
be closed. These branches are
Alviso, East San Jose Carnegie.
Educational Park, Empire.
Evergreen. Rosegarden and Willow
Glen.
2. The main library would be
open three days per week, six hours
a day. The branches which are not
closed would be open two days a
week, six hours a day.
3. The Bookmobile and Special
Outreach Services , for shut-ins
would be eliminated.
4. A total of 570 public service
hours would be lost.
For myself and the other employees, the cuts mean a staff
reduction of 109.3 fulltime employees. leaving a balance of 95.4
fulltime employees.
The total dollar reduction with
this proposed budget would be
$3.411.400. But do the ends justify the
means"
Definitely not! The library
system is one of the most important
resources this city has. It is used by
people from all walks of life and
from many different cities, not just
San Joseans. Also, the library has
records, cassette tapes, sheet music.
films and video-cassettes to offer
along with books. However, the
public cannot use them if the doors
are closed.
They need not be closed. In the
past, public outcry has forced the
city to find money from some other
source. savine the library. It can be
done again
Call your city councilman. Call
the mayor’s hotline. Let them know
how you feel.
Someone reading this may
think. -She’s just worried about her
job " I must admit some concern.
but I can always find another job.
What galls me is that someone can
cut ’or shall I whisper. "murder"- ,
one of our cardinal resources.
Gina Tomasi
Radio/TV. Journalism
freshman
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’Dear Abby,’ Ann Landers
both caught recycling oldies

is
rt

Abigail Van Buren has
BEVERLY HILLS (API
recycled old letters in her advice column, a practice that
has stirred a flurry of criticism when it was learned her
twin sister, Ann Landers, did the same thing, a
spokesman said yesterday.
But the spokesman for Kansas-based Universal Press
Syndicate, which distributes the "Dear Abby" column,
said Miss Van Buren has agreed not to repeat any more
columns without labeling them as such.
In admitting the practice of using unmarked reruns,
syndicate spokesman Ted Findlay, drew a distinction
between the practices of Miss Van Buren and Miss Landers.
"Abby reprinted letters at the request of readers. This
is different than the Ann Landers situation," he said.
We endorse and support Dear Abby’s decision to
label every reprint regardless of how many times Abby
has used the item in the past," the syndicate said.
"My readers have encouraged me to continue to
reprint my Golden Oldies," Miss Van Buren said in the
statement. Some past columns, letters and answers are
the best commentary on current social problems."
"I have made an effort to label reprints except for
special holiday subjects or special subjects, but henceforth, there will be no exceptions," she said. In the
past I didn’t think some of the reprints on these special
subjects needed labeling."
Effort to reach Miss Van Buren at her Beverly Hills
office were unsuccessful, but her secretary promised to
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ask the columnist to return reporters’ calls.
In her statement, Van Buren admitted that her
Mother’s Day column contained two old letters that were
not labeled as repeats.
Findlay said the syndicate talked by telephone to Miss
Van Buren on Monday night after learning that the
Cherokee, Iowa Daily Times was going to run an article
about the duplication.
Sunday’s letters praising an unwed mother for putting
her child up for adoption and inquiring about the
significance of a single carnation on Mother’s Day were
reprints, Miss Van Buren acknowledged. One of the letters had been used previously on May 12, 1979, and the
other on May 7, 1977, the newspaper’s records revealed.
An investigation by the Pontiac, Ill. Daily Leader and
The Associated Press found that Miss Landers, also in the
advice-writing business, had been recycling 15-year-old
letters and answers in nearly identical language over the
last 18 months without telling readers or newspapers that
subscribe to her column. Miss Landers acknowledged to
recycled letters and promised to label reprinted material
in the future.
Last week, Universal had acknowledged that Dear
Abby uses some recycled material on special holidays.
"She treats these special days with special messages for
her readers. Some have received so much attention in the
past that she feels they should be shared again with her
readers without necessarily re-identifying every one of
them," the syndicate had said.

Three men gunned down near naval station
young blacks were
SAN DIEGO (AP) Three
gunned down on the sidewalk in a flurry of shots from a
passing pickup truck filled with whites, police said
tilt yesterday. But they declined to speculate on a motive.
"Frankly, we just don’t know why it happened," said
police Lt. Bob Augustine.
A group of blacks attempting a holdup about a block
away two weeks earlier shot and wounded two white
sailors, one of them fatally, police said.
The San Diego Naval Station is nearby. In recent
weeks, a number of sailors have reported being held up,
and special patrols have been assigned to guard Navy
men going to and from the busy base.
An 18-year-old whom police identified as a civilian,
Otis People, died of an abdomen wound in San Diego
Naval Hospital about three hours after the shooting late
Monday night.

University Bands will present a pops concert at 8:15
tonight in the S.U. Ballroom. The concert will feature Dr.
Paul Droste, euphonium soloist. For more information,
call Carl Chevallard at 277-3950.
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Black Students of Engineering will hold a general
meeting at 6 tonight in the Engineering Building, room
) 148. A potluck dinner also will be held at 6:30 tomorrow
evening in the S.U. Ballroom. Call Thomas Arzu at 2878999 for more information.

By Lenny Bonsai’
Another potential financial problem for SJSU
students looms on the horizon.
Propositions 5 and 6, on the ballot for the upcoming
June elections, are aimed at repealing existing state
inheritance tax laws. If passed, the move could cost the
state up to $200 million in lost revenue annually.
The resulting damage to the California State
University system could be disasterous.
"We get a big chunk of state money, so we would be
hurt substantially," said Bill Klein, chairman of the
California State Student Associaticn. "Clearly, education
would get cut."
The proposed measures would eliminate or reduce the
taxes which heirs are required to pay. According to
Bryant McOmber of the law firm Hunter, Peterson and
Burton, inheritors of an estate are forced to pay between 4
percent and 10 percent of the estate’s value back to the
1
state in taxes.
If the propositions are passed by voters, these
requirements could be eliminated, a move Klein said he
dissapproves of.
"It’s ludicrous to think that if you’re wealthy and
inherit a lot, then you don’t have to pay taxes," he said.
"It’s silly to try and make it a constitutional amendment
to stop everyone. It will cost the state a lot of money and
it’s not a long-range plan."
If the measure is made law, the burden could be
placed on the backs of students.
"Traditionally, when money is cut from the college
system, it is made up through fee increases," Klein said.
"It is logical to assume that fees would then increase
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The two with him Henry Lucas, 20, and Robert
Knight, 18 were in stable condition with minor wounds
at Physicians and Surgeons Hospital. Lucas had been shot
in the foot and Knight in the ankle.
Lucas told investigators that five white youths in
cowboy hats were in the truck which circled the block.
then slowed down as it neared the trio.
"What’s happening?" Lucas said he called out.
A man in the truck responded, "Never mind," then
the shooting beganand the truck sped away, Lucas told
police.
Police Lt. Paul Ybarrondo said the shots apparently
were fired by a single person with a .45-caliber automatic
pistol.
A police spokesman, Bill Robinson, said none of the
victims was in the Navy but that two had been members of
a neighborhood gang.

State inheritance tax repeal
may hurt students financially

"Grease" will be performed at 2:30 p.m. today and 8
p.m. tomorrow in the University Theatre. Tickets to the
musical are $5 for general admission and $2.50 for SJSU
students, faculty, staff and senior citizens. Phone 277-2777
for tickets or more information.

1080 Saratoga Ave
San Jose, 95129
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Not everyone, however, is against the proposition.
AS. President Tony Robinson, is one student who endorses the proposed measures.
"I’m in favor of them," he said. "I think inheritance
taxes have been a symbol of socialism in this country."
Robinson said he doesn’t believe the school should
suffer if the state’s budget is reduced.
"I don’t think it will hurt the school if the measures
pass," he said. "I think the state government should make
up for their budget shortcomings in other areas than
education."
Rowen and Klein, however, urge students to consider
the ramifications of the motion and to do something about
It. Neither one could guess whether the propositions would
be approved.
"I have no idea of the chances of them passing," Klein
said. "But I think it’s imperative that students and their
parents get out and voice their concern over the matter."

computar

WaillYt Creek CA 64698
WOOL

we are just not sure how much."
Klein isn’t the only one who sees a problem with the
proposed measures. Jim Rowen, A.S. director of Cal State
Affairs and SJSU’s student representative to the
California State Students Association, said he opposes the
propositions.
"The state will already be $980 million short for next
year, and this would make it a billion," Rowen said.
"These measures will have an adverse effect on all state
services."
While for some the tax lift may be a relief. Rowen said
he sees it an an extension of an already severe fiscal crisis
for both the colleges and California in general.
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Editorial

Hypocritical stroke
When the axrnan’s blade came down on 10 mens’ sports last month, it
came as no surprise to steady observers of SJSU’s athletic policies.
The administration cut 27 scholarships for a savings of $80,000 from
sports designated as "minor" from the Mens’ Athletic Department.
The blade really started its descent in the summer of 1980, when SJSU
President Gail Fullerton and Mens’ Athletic Director Dave Adams first
decided that intercollegiate sports teams should be divided into three
tiers.
Like a sacred pantheon, the football and basketball teams were
spared the bladesman’s axe and placed securely in the first tier.
Wrestling, soccer and track were relegated to the second level, while
the rest of the mens’ teams were doomed to tier three.
Simply having a three-tiered structure for intercollegiate sports sets
up an inequality that is not only mindless but hypocritical.
SJSU’s basketball team lost more money last year, $50,000, than any
other sport, yet is still considered by the administration to be worthy of
elite status.
The idea behind the administration’s dividing sports into levels
seems to be the hope that the basketball team, like the football team, will
eventually develop into a self-supporting unit.
This profit-before-people mentality is not only unfair but stupid.
Why didn’t the adrninstration give superior status to sports, like
wrestling, track and judo, that have excelled in competition over a
number of years?
Their rationale is that basketball, a money-maker at a number of
other campuses, simply has a better potential to eventually replenish
SJSU’s athletic coffers rather than being the constant financial drain it is
now.
By taking this route, the administration is practically guaranteeing
that its designated "minor" sports programs will grow weaker and
weaker.
It seems as if the more successful teams are being penalized for their
achievements while an anxious administration squanders all its
resources on a moribund program which has no real prognosis for improvement.
Another favorite argument by the administration is that some
programs, most notably track, have been able to survive without any
scholarship money from the university.
The track team has been able to scrounge up enough money from
outside sources, such as alumni, to offer the NCAA maximum number of
scholarships.
Unfortunately, the administration doesn’t pursue this argument to its
obvious conclusion.
If a sport with limited appeal can attract a significant amount of
outside funding, SJSU’s "big time" football program should be able to
attract at least some funds from rabid supporters.
The football team is currently receiving 95 scholarships from SJSU,
the maximum allowed under NCAA rules, over a four-year span.
Programs without the large-scale media exposure of football could
obviously use more support from the school, while football gathers some
money from its partisans.
The administration’s attitude can only guarantee 10 teams forever
doomed.
The administration’s attitude can only guarantee 10 teams forever
doomed to the wastebasket while football and basketball make sporadic
attempts at escaping mediocrity and brief appearances in the Top 20.

Sexism justifiable; men AREN’T equal
If the Equal Rights Amendment
could give women the right to be
considered of equal capacity to do
quantitative reasoning, I would
probably be out campaigning instead of sitting here in school.
Unfortunately, we cannot pass a
law to change our perspective of the
sexes from stereotype to objective
reality. It is, perhaps, naive to
believe that "science" leads
automatically to "truth" since
stereotypic assumptions have all too
often shaped the design of research
in psychology and biology.
In a lower division biology
course on this campus, a course
required for many majors, it is
being taught that our traditional
view of women as having less math
ability, being more emotional, more
intuitive, and being better able to
understand a baby’s cry, is founded
in biology and is a function of
woman’s genetically determined
brain organization.
When pressed for evidence of
woman’s innate math disability, a
study by Camilla Benbow and Julian
Stanley (1981) was offered. Benbow
and Stanley are not biologists, they
are psychologists, and what they
found was that among a group of
mathematically talented junior high
school students, from 1972 to 1980,
boys scored higher on SAT math
tests than girls.
Upon this evidence alone,
without controlling for other
variables such as learning experience outside school, Benbow and
Stanley concluded that genes had to
be responsible for at least some of
the difference.
L. H. Fox, and S. J. Cohn ( 1980)
looked at the same data and found
that in 1972,19 percent of the boys
scored higher than the highest
scoring girl, but in 1973 only three
percent of seventh grade boys and
9.8 percent of eighth grade boys
outscored the highest scoring girl.
By 1978 the difference in favor of the
boys was only .1 percent and by 1980
there was only one boy outscoring
the top girl.
If math disability in women is
genetic, no amount of education is
going to change it, but in fact there
are a host of environmental factors
that affect math achievement, in-

eluding ethnic background, parental
styles, socio-economic status, and
expectations of teachers, parents,
friends, and selves.
One study shows that girls do
better when the administrator of the
test is female than when male, and
another study shows that girls’
comprehension improves when
math problems are presented in
forms of tesditional feminine interests.
Helen Astin ( 1974 ) found that
parents of daughters were surprised
to learn that their daughters were
gifted in math, but boys’ parents
were very well aware of their sons’
talent.
It is important to remember that
boys and girls come from different
cultures that only occasionally
overlap. All too often while girls are
playing with "Suzie Homemaker"
toys and "Barbie dolls" their
brothers are developing their spatial
skills at little league ball games.
video games, and bicycle and auto
mechanics, skills which seem to be
related to math ability.
When talented girls who
dropped out of accelerated math
courses were interviewed it was
learned that they didn’t drop out
because they couldn’t cope with the
concepts being taught, but because
they found the classes dull, they
wanted to be with their regular
classmates, and they found the boys
in the advanced classes to be "little
creeps."
A 1982 study at the University of
Chicago refutes the Benbow and
Stanley study and concludes that
there "is just no difference at all
between the ability of boys and girls
to learn mathematics."
When asked to produce evidence
supporting the statement that
women have a biological ability to
understand a baby’s cry that men
don’t have, none was offered.
Indeed, the evidence shows that
what appears to be "maternal instinct" is actually learned behavior
on both a human and an animal
level. When apes in zoos have not
had the opportunity to learn appropriate maternal behaviors they
will hold their offspring upside
down, neglect to feed them, and the
offspring will die unless humans

intervene.
No evidence was offered to
support the contention that women
are more emotional than men
although this author has found
studies which positively correlate
testosterone male hormone (levels
with aggression.
The idea that women are rightbrained creatures appears equally
false. When women sustain damage
to the left ( language I brain, they are
able to transfer those functions to
the right brain better than men. The
general consensus of opinion in the
psychology and biology literature is
that women are verbally superior
and less lateralized than men.
In other words, women are more
whole-brained and men are more
half-brained. This, ladies, explains
why so many of the other sex seem
to be half-witted. But remember.
they can’t help it, so don’t make fun
of them.
As long as we believe that the
brains of women are biologically
constructed to understand a baby’s
cry but not differential equations,
women will continue to be consigned
to a role of domesticity with full
responsibility for the production as
well as reproduction) of the next
generation of the species, along with
the housekeeping chores which are
incidental to that lifestyle.
Women will be denied a role in
the marketplace except as domestic
consumers, affirmative action
notwithstanding.
From my perspective as a
psychobiology student, I see that
although God may have created
Man first, Mother Nature created
woman first.
If the essence of femaleness lies
in the reproduction function, then
amoebas and paramecium and other
little animals who reproduce without
males are females.
One day there was a mutation.
This mutant creature had an incomplete X (female) gene. It had a
Y I male I gene without very much
information on it. The male
chromosome is imcomplete and the
male is genetically deficient.
As Valerie Solanis said in her
manifesto, the male is "...a walking
abortion, aborted at the gene
stage..." For some reason Mother

Rapists don’t fear
tear gas weapons

If you feel you need more information contact a local rape and
battering hotline. If you want to
ignore me, that’s OK also. The point
is that now you at least have some
information that can help you make
the decision that is best for you. The
choice is always yours.
Debra V. Delgado
graduate student

Nature thought it would improve the
human species, and so she let it live
and called it "Man."
It is interesting to speculate that
his genetic deficiency may be
related to his brain laterality and
may be the underlying reason for his
tendency to half-wittedness. ’
At any rate, man realizes his
inferior role in the reproduction of
the species and has developed
significant anxiety over it since he
can never be absolutely sure that his
mate’s children are his own. To
relieve the tension of this conflict
man has projected his own womb
envy onto women in the form of
"penis envy."
Although it it true that females
will often admit to envy of male
power, they almost never report
envy of the penis. However, during
moments of intimacy men will often
confess to their wives and lovers
their envy of the womb and breast.
Another result of the male’s
genetic deficiency is the abnormally
high production of testosterone
(male hormone) in the blood. This
hormone has been positively
correlated to aggression. This finding has enormous social implications.
It is obvious that woman’s
primary task must be to disarm man
before he completely destroys the
world with his nuclear toys. If homo
sapiens can be saved, then the male
of the species must either submit to
hormonal alteration or a rigidly
enforced curfew and confinement
when their hormones rage out of
control, so that people can live and
work without fear.
A plausible case can be made
that the teaching of sexist theories is
an aggressive act. At any rate, those
theories that uphold sexism are all
too often used to uphold racism. I
urge students of both sexes and all
races to demand the evidence when
encountering sexist and/or racist
teachings, to examine such evidence
with a critical eye, and to refuse to
be taken in by a perverted "science"
which only functions to uphold the
sexist and racist status quo.
By Ruth Priest
Ruth Priest Is an attar:stied
graduate student
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thc mailbag
Divine response to
"Weeks Speaks"
Editor:
Dear Miss Weeks.
I hope you have a nice social life
this summer without a tan! You
obviously think by not having a tan,
you will be noticed; but I have news
for you, you won’t even be noticed!
Ever heard of talk, dark and
handsome? What is your hangup?

Lying out in the sun is the most
natural thing in this world. It is
mind-relaxing and at the same time
energizing. The sun has vitamin D
and is healthy for the skin if not
abused.
Being a native Southern
Californian, I feel lam somewhat an
authority on the sun. I am the guy
who wears short shorts and soaks up
the sun’s beautiful, tanning rays
while you are wearing your downjacket. I say to you what a joke!

MIRROCZ , MIRROR ..

Catching sun is a year-round
delight for the person who appreciates its caring rays. My advice
to you is to crawl under an umbrella
and wait for next winter. No hard
feelings, have a nice summer and I
will catch plenty of sun for both of
us.

Editor:
On April 15th you featured an
article entitled "Class Teaches
You will be the only one looking People to Protect Themselves."
More recently, I noticed an anlike a currant (white raisin).
Scott "Apollo" Dempster nouncement in the Spartan for
Public Relations another tear gas class that is going
to be offered on campus through
junior_
Continuing Education. I think it’s
time you give some press time to the
other side of the tear gas story.
Tear gas sold on the common
market is a cheap, watered-down
version of that used by law enforcement officers. Contrary to
legend," it does not bring a man
down to his knees in pain. The effect
it has varies from person to person.
The only commonality is that its
effectiveness decreases almost in
direct proportion to the level of
intoxication. This is an important
factor when you consider that the
majority of assaults take place when
the assailant is "under the influence" drugs or alcohol).
A good self-defense course that
is truly concerned with teaching
people how to protect themselves,
strives to dispel myths. Consider the
following statistics ( compiled by Los
Angeles Commission on Assaults
Against Women): almost 50 percent
rapes happen in the residence,
roughly half the assaults are
committed by acquaintances, and
just as many rapes occur during the
day as at night. In short, rape is a
very strategical act, hardly the
spontaneous, uncontrollable act we
are taught to believe. This is proven
by the fact that 90 percent of convicted rapists have raped more than
once. Rapists have the highest
repeat rate of any criminals.
It has been proven that a good
course in assertiveness techniques is
far better protection than a cannister of tear gas. The reason the
repeat rate can remain so high is
that rapists know how to select their
victims. As a rule they run a series
of tests, whereby the grading factor
is intimidation.
I can only begin to discuss the
issues involved with self-protection
in this letter. Basically my intent
was to present another perspective
for any woman seriously considering paying $30 or more for a
tear gas course. If you choose to
listen to my words. then I’m glad.

SUBOG praised
for REC forums
Editor:
In reference to the May 7th
article concerning the Rev Center
hearings, I would like to
congratulate Barrett and the board
for continuing to provide student
input opportunities.
Even though there was a lack of
enthusiasm at the first meeting. I
was glad to learn that our student
leaders are keeping their election
promise.
I was astounded to discover that
only two students attended the open
hearings last week. This is
especially surprising since the
campaign last March was such an
important issue that it stimulated
one of the largest vote turn-outs in
San Jose State’s history.
Why is it, that now, only two
students are interested?
The entire student body is
funding this project, yet they show
little concern as to how their money
is being spent.
Therefore, I assume that all the
students are satisfied, and there will
be no complaints with the design in
the future.
However, I’m glad Barrett and
the board have kept a positive attitude and are keeping true to their
word by comtinuing the hearings.
Merridee Speer
undeclared
freshman

Primary resource
being murdered’
Editor:
I can remember when, as a little
girl, I would go with my mother to
the library, pick out a stack of books
and check them out, proud to bear
the responsibility of having a library
card. I could go into the library
whenever I wanted to, and fines
were miniscule.
Today, I am an employee of the

San Jose Public Library and have
watched things change for the
worse. Fines have escalated, and
hours have been reduced. And the
situation isn’t looking any brighter
for the future.
The cruelest cut is yet to come.
City Manager Francis Fox has
proposed a budget which calls for a
52.4 percent cut in the library
budget.
To the public, this is what such a
drastic cut means:
1. Seven branch libraries would
be closed. These branches are
Alviso, East San Jose Carnegie,
Educational Park, Empire,
Evergreen, Rosegarden and Willow
Glen.
2. The main library would be
open three days per week, six hours
a day. The branches which are not
closed would be open two days a
week, six hours a day.
3. The Bookmobile and Special
Outreach Services (for shut-ins)
would be eliminated.
4. A total of 570 public service
hours would be lost.
For myself and the other employees, the cuts mean a staff
reduction of 109.3 fulltime employees, leaving a balance of 95.4
fulltime employees.
The total dollar reduction with
this proposed budget would be
$3,411,400. But do the ends justify the
means?
Definitely not! The library
system is one of the most important
resources this city has. It is used by
people from all walks of life and
from many different cities, not just
San Joseans. Also, the library has
records, cassette tapes, sheet music,
films and video-cassettes to offer
along with books. However, the
public cannot use them if the doors
are closed.
They need not be closed. In the
past, public outcry has forced the
city to find money from some other
source, saving the library. It can be
done again.
Call your city councilman. Call
the mayor’s hotline. Let them know
how you feel.
Someone reading this may
think, "She’s Just worried about her
job." I must admit some concern,
but I can always find another job.
What galls me is that someone can
cut ( or shall I whisper, "murder?"!
one of our cardinal resources.
Gina Tomasi
Radio/TV, Journalism
freshman
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’Dear Abby,’ Ann Landers
both caught recycling oldies
BEVERLY HILLS ( AP) Abigail Van Buren has
recycled old letters in her advice column, a practice that
has stirred a flurry of criticism when it was learned her
twin sister, Ann handers, did the same thing, a
spokesman said yesterday.
But the spokesman for Kansas-based Universal Press
Syndicate, which distributes the "Dear Abby" column,
said Miss Van Buren has agreed not to repeat any more
columns without labeling them as such.
In admitting the practice of using unmarked reruns,
syndicate spokesman Ted Findlay, drew a distinction
ot
,
between the practices of Miss Van Buren and Miss Landers.
"Abby reprinted letters at the request of readers. This
is different than the Ann Landers situation," he said.
"We endorse and support Dear Abby’s decision to
,
label every reprint regardless of how many times Abby
has used the item in the past," the syndicate said.
"My readers have encouraged me to continue to
reprint my Golden Oldies," Miss Van Buren said in the
statement. "Some past columns, letters and answers are
the best commentary on current social problems."
"I have made an effort to label reprints except for
special holiday subjects or special subjects, but henceforth, there will be no exceptions," she said. "In the
past I didn’t think some of the reprints on these special
subjects needed labeling."
Effort to reach Miss Van Buren at her Beverly Hills
office were unsuccessful, but her secretary promised to

Three men gunned down near naval station
The two with him Henry Lucas, 20, and Robert
Three young blacks were
SAN DIEGO (API
gunned down on the sidewalk in a flurry of shots from a Knight, 18 were in stable condition with minor wounds
passing pickup truck filled with whites, police said at Physicians and Surgeons Hospital. Lucas had been shot
in the foot and Knight in the ankle.
yesterday. But they declined to speculate on a motive.
Lucas told investigators that five white youths in
"Frankly, we just don’t know why it happened," said
cowboy
hats were in the truck which circled the block,
police Lt. Bob Augustine.
A group of blacks attempting a holdup about a block then slowed down as it neared the trio.
"What’s happening?" Lucas said he called out.
away two weeks earlier shot and wounded two white
A man in the truck responded, "Never mind," then
sailors, one of them fatally, police said.
The San Diego Naval Station is nearby. In recent the shooting began and the truck sped away, Lucas told
weeks, a number of sailors have reported being held up, police.
Police IA. Paul Ybarrondo said the shots apparently
and special patrols have been assigned to guard Navy
were fired by a single person with a .45-caliber automatic
men going to and from the busy base.
An 18-year-old whom police identified as a civilian, pistol.
A police spokesman, Bill Robinson, said none of the
Otis People, died of an abdomen wound in San Diego
Naval Hospital about three hours after the shooting late victims was in the Navy but that two had been members of
a neighborhood gang.
Monday night.
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Black Students of Engineering will hold a general
meeting at 6 tonight in the Engineering Building, room
) 148. A potluck dinner also will be held at 6:30 tomorrow
evening in the S.U. Ballroom. Call Thomas Arzu at 2878999 for more information.
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BOOK NOW
AND SAVE
Lowest Fares to
Europe from sr
London S659/r.t.
ATHENS 5929/r t.
SFO-PARIS 5750/r.l
AMSTERDAM S700
FRANKFURT S650/r
ZURICH S642/rt.

BRITISH
EUROPEAN
TRAVEL
"Grease" will be performed at 2:30 p.m. today and 8
p.m. tomorrow in the University Theatre. Tickets to the
musical are $5 for general admission and $2.50 for SJSU
students, faculty, staff and senior citizens. Phone 277-2777
for tickets or more information.
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Not everyone, however, is against the proposition.
A.S. President Tony Robinson, is one student who endorses the proposed measures.
"I’m in favor of them," he said. "I think inheritance
taxes have been a symbol of socialism in this country."
Robinson said he doesn’t believe the school should
suffer if the state’s budget is reduced.
"I don’t think it will hurt the school if the measures
pass," he said. "I think the state government should make
up for their budget shortcomings in other areas than
education."
Rowen and Klein, however, urge students to consider
the ramifications of the motion and to do something about
it. Neither one could guess whether the propositions would
be approved.
"I have no idea of the chances of them passing," Klein
said. "But I think it’s imperative that students and their
parents get out and voice their concern over the matter."
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An Apple
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An Apple Computer
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for a free demonstration. And we’ll show
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we are just not sure how much.’
Klein isn’t the only one who sees a problem with the
proposed measures. Jim Rowen, A.S. director of Cal State
Affairs and SJSU’s student representative to the
California State Students Association, said he opposes the
propositions.
"The state will already be $980 million short for next
year, and this would make it a billion," Rowen said.
"These measures will have an adverse effect on all state
services,"
While for some the tax lift may be a relief, Rowen said
he sees it an an extension of an already severe fiscal crisis
for both the colleges and California in general.
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By Lenny Bonsall
Another potential financial problem for SJSU
students looms on the horizon.
Propositions 5 and 6, on the ballot for the upcoming
June elections, are aimed at repealing existing state
inheritance tax laws. If passed, the move could cost the
state up to $200 million in lost revenue annually.
The resulting damage to the California State
University system could be disasterous.
"We get a big chunk of state money, so we would be
hurt substantially," said Bill Klein, chairman of the
California State Student Association. "Clearly, education
would get cut."
The proposed measures would eliminate or reduce the
taxes which heirs are required to pay. According to
Bryant McOmber of the law firm Hunter, Peterson and
Burton, inheritors of an estate are forced to pay between 4
percent and 10 percent of the estate’s value back to the
state in taxes.
If the propositions are passed by voters, these
requirements could be eliminated, a move Klein said he
dissapproves of.
"It’s ludicrous to think that if you’re wealthy and
inherit a lot, then you don’t have to pay taxes," he said.
"It’s silly to try and make it a constitutional amendment
to stop everyone. It will cost the state a lot of money and
it’s not a long-range plan."
If the measure is made law, the burden could be
placed on the backs of students.
"Traditionally, when money is cut from the college
system, it is made up through fee increases," Klein said.
"It is logical to assume that fees would then increase

.spartaguide
University Bands will present a pops concert at 8:15
tonight in the S.U. Ballroom. The concert will feature Dr.
Paul Droste, euphonium soloist. For more information,
call Carl Chevallard at 277-3950.
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ask the columnist to return reporters’ calls.
In her statement, Van Buren admitted that her
Mother’s Day column contained two old letters that were
not labeled as repeats.
Findlay said the syndicate talked by telephone to Miss
Van Buren on Monday night after learning that the
Cherokee, Iowa Daily Times was going to run an article
about the duplication.
Sunday’s letters praising an unwed mother for putting
her child up for adoption and inquiring about the
significance of a single carnation on Mother’s Day were
reprints, Miss Van Buren acknowledged. One of the letters had been used previously on May 12, 1979, and the
other on May 7, 1977, the newspaper’s records revealed.
An investigation by the Pontiac, Ill. Daily Leader and
The Associated Press found that Miss Landers, also in the
advice-writing business, had been recycling 15-year-old
letters and answers in nearly identical language over the
last 18 months without telling readers or newspapers that
subscribe to her column. Miss Landers acknowledged to
recycled letters and promised to label reprinted material
in the future.
Last week, Universal had acknowledged that Dear
Abby uses some recycled material on special holidays.
"She treats these special days with special messages for
her readers. Some have received so much attention in the
past that she feels they should be shared again with her
readers without necessarily re-identifying every one of
them," the syndicate had said.

State inheritance tax repeal
may hurt students financially
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Ex -prof works without pay
St

Everyday
Sharsmith
returns
By Chris Borden
arl Sharsmith locks his bicycle to the
rack in front of Duncan Hall after a 24block ride from his home in east San

Pe

Carl Sharsmith, SJSU professor and naturalist, above left, takes a puff
from his 50 -year -old pipe amid his plethora of cabinets which hold
collections of his work. Sharsmith, left, prepares a specimen for his
herbarium, a plant collection that Carl Duncan had encouraged him to
build in 1957. Sharsmith, above, recollects on his adventuresome 79
year existence. "If things keep on running," said the emeritus professor,
"why trade them in? Science might improve the standard of living, but
sometimes some of the old things are better."

Jose.
Every day.
Ignoring the elevator, he scuttles up the 48
steps and makes a bee-line for "his" herbarium.
An the third floor, where he mounts and catalogs
plant specimens
Everyday.
He puts a phone book on his swivel chair and
perches his 5’3" frame comfortably atop it. Then
he peers intently into a microscope to examine a
.pecimen from his valuable library of plants.
Every day.
He supposedly "retired" in 1972 after n
years’ teaching at SJSU yet he comes to work
brimming over with
without pay
every day
the enthusiasm of a newly hired professor.

Photos by Steve Pandori
1

The only big difference is that he’s 79 years
.bld.

For him, it’s part of the natural order of
Things.
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His bicycle is still going after 28 years.
He wears a jacket that shows its age, a
Forest Service shirt with the green patches removed (left over from his days as a
park ranger), and the same brown tie and
baggy grey pants day after day.
He packs his lunch in the same plastic
bag and places it neatly in the identical
spot he did the day before. He smokes a
pipe he bought "sometime in the 305.’’
When it rains, Sharsmith drives to
school in a 1936 Ford V-8 roadster with a
convertible top and a rumble seat. He
bought it in 1935 and has driven it 306,000
miles without a hitch.
"If things keep on running," said the
emeritus professor matter-of-factly, "why
trade them it? Science might improve the
standard of living, but sometimes some of
the old things are better."
Sharsmith is a living example of that.
He is a world-renowned expert and
lover of things that grow in the high
country.
Every summer since 1931, the tough,
wiry old naturalist leads a group of
tourists, teachers and botanists on a weeklong seminar in alpine botany in
Yosemite’s Tuolumne Meadows.
Twice he has taught a course in
Switzerland for UC-Berkeley.
He is a man of intense dedication to his

field. His collection of plants in the Carl
Sharsmith herbarium has been his labor of
love since Carl Duncan, after whom
Duncan Hall was named, encouraged him
to build the herbarium in 1957.
Sharsmith is drawn to his work by a
fascination with nature which goes back
as far as I can remember."
"A drawing of a plant I made was
given a place on the wall of the classroom
when I was a youth in London," he
recalled.
Some years later "when I was about
11," his family moved to Texas, where he
enjoyed taking hikes "to make notes and
drawings of mosses and plants. "I wanted
to know what every plant was."
By this time he had quit school
"because those kids ( in Galveston) sicced
on me every day. They were still fighting
the war between the state and I was a
damned Yankee."
After World War I, Sharsmith moved
to California where he "could indulge my
footloose-and-fancy-free spirit."
"What a wonderful place this was!" he
exclaimed. "I wanted to be out in those
forests and mountains."
He landed tough, manual labor jobs in
mines, woods and fields so he could be
close to nature, in such places as Yosemite,
Kings Canyon and Sequoia National parks.

Want to learn a
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1-5

fel

BOOK &
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For further information:
Contact Foreign Language Dept.
277-2576
SH 301

and Siskiyou, Modoc and El Dorado
counties.working "two or three years as
a logger."
Those jobs, as well as working as a
railroad section head, enabled him to
absorb as much as he could about
California’s plants.
He once asked a fellow loggers what
kind of trees they were felling. "Nobody
could help me," he said. "The men
associated with that work had .no use for
them. One said to me, ’If you’d pruned
trees as long as I have, you wouldn’t want
to know anything about them.’ I was
clashed."
After persuasion from his friends in
the mines and logging camps, Sharsmith
resumed his education when he was 20.
He also became the leader of the
Trailfinders, a hardy group of "very elite"
Sierra explorers. The pay helped with the
costs of his education.
For the next nine years, the
Trailfinders climbed many of the major
peaks in the Sierra, during which time
Sharsmith eagerly gathered details on the
plant life there.
"I insisted on starting at the bottom."
Sharsmith said. "How else was one to
experience all the life zones?"
continued on page 9
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Text by Edna Carter

is alluringly beautiful, dressed smartly in a
She
double-breasted grey suit of light flannel with a
beige crepe de chine shirt.
It fits her perfectly, illuminating her curvaceous body
all the way down to her size five shoes.
Her yellow hair is like that of a circus kewpie doll, her
face heavily powered and rouged, as though to form an
abstract mask, her big blue eyes displayed a softness, like
lights reflecting from a pond at night. She is definitely a
woman in a class of her own.
Her profession allows her to travel in the upper
echelon, cities such as New York, Los Angeles and San
Francisco.
Executives, politicians and public figures are often
seen in her company, escorting her to the finest
restaurants and lavishing her with expensive gifts.
She has a hunger for fast-paced excitements: the
Broadway scene, neon lights, big money and luxury cars.
She describes herself as an independent working
woman, the epitome of the capitalist’s dream. She is a
member of the oldest working profession in the world.
She is a prostitute.
It started 10 years ago when she was growing up in
Los Angeles. Life is very fast for her with Hollywood and
the drug scene. There is always something to do.
She was never interested in school. Although she went
to school, she never went to class.
She would sit on the lawn and smoke marijuana with
some of the other kids who also didn’t feel like going to
class.
"Blondie," looking out the coffee shop window
watching for that "special type of person," recalls her
first "flatbacker" (when a prostitute is paid for straight
sexual intercourse).
One day after school, Blondie decided that she was
going to stay out late with the "cool" kids and "smoke
some weed" instead of returning home.
Walking the streets and smoking marijuana
highlighted the night out with the cool kids.
Returning home at 2 a.m., she was greeted by her
stepfather who was waiting for her in her bedroom.
"Take off your clothes and lie on your stomach,
bitch," Blondie recalls him saying in a loud voice.
Walking to the closet, he took wire hanger,
straightened it into one long piece and wrapped a cloth

around the handle end.
Puffing hard on her cigarette, she recalls he
threatened to beat her to death.
She raced toward the door to escape but he grabbed
her arm and threw her on the bed.
He then tore her blouse as he raised the hanger and
brought it down again and again across her back and
buttocks.
"I screamed at the top of my lungs, but my mother
didn’t come in the room to stop him," she said.
He whipped her until her whole body ached with awful
welts that puffed up on her white skin.
Afterward, "I laid in my bed, killing him over and
over in my mind," she recalls.
The next day she got in the tub, adding a bottle of

WOES PAM RED.
\1to<g t 5

PY HOUR

rubbing alcohol to the water to help sooth the pain of the
beating.
While she was nursing her wounds, she decided to run
away. She put some clothes in a bag and left the only
family she ever knew, never to return.
Having no money, she became aware of the only
talent she had to make fast money sex.
"I turned my first mark (customer(to get
transportation to San Francisco," she said.
It was at this time in Blondie’s life that she began to
hate men. Angrily she vowed that she would get back at
all the men she encountered.
As she became familiar with the prostitute’s lifestyle,
other women working the streets offered to introduce her
to their pimps.
She said he was not interested.

YOU OUT VV.

"I would never work my ass off in a stable (a group of
prostitute working for a pimp) giving my money over to a
man," she said.
However, a pimp is a good source of protection from
customers out to hurt a woman, Blondie said.
As she lit a cigarette she recalled the danger she
encountered on the "strip."
A customer asked her for an all-night stand in Los
Angeles, and, while walking to the hotel, he paid the $200
she requested.
Once inside the room he whipped out a switchblade
knife and moved toward her. Blondie kept her eyes on
him, watching every move.
As she sat on the bed she began to think about how she
could protect herself.
continued on page9
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Puppet show focuses on disabled problems- By Holly Fletcher
Reynoldo
Although
unconcerned,
appears
Brenda takes another look
at his dark glasses and
white cane and moans. She
has continued to use
phrases like, "Don’t you
see what I mean," and she
is sure they bother.
Reynoldo.

While Brenda moans,
the children in the audience
giggle nervously, not sure
if it’s OK to laugh at a blind
boy, even if the boy is only
a puppet.
But Reynoldo doesn’t
mind. He tells Brenda to
stop moaning and asks the
children if they have any
questions they would like to

ask him about what it’s like
to be blind.
Hesitantly, one hand
goes up. Quickly, other
hands follow. "How do you
get dresser? How do you
eat? How do you know what
time it is?" the children
from
Horace
Mann
Elementary School ask.
Reynoldo, Brenda and

the other puppets, with
such handicaps as Down’s
syndrome, spina bifada, a
learning disability, and
cerebral palsy, are part of
a nationally know puppet
show titled "The Kids on
the Block."
The show, held Monday
in the S.U. Ballroom, was
the culmination of

Awareness
Disability
Week. SJSU students, as
well as the third through
sixth graders, watched the
show.
"This shows non people
that
disabled
disabled people look different on the outside, but
are the same on the inside," said Andi Sacks, one

They came to talk about computers,
but freeze puts cramp in their plans

of the show’s puppeteers.
"Disabled people are not
different."
The show was an hourlong series of skits that
disabled
showed
youngsters are ordinary
children.
As one puppet said, "I
never knew retarded
people could do so many
things."
After each skit, the
puppets fielded questions
from the audience. The
questions ranged from
"Were you born with it?"

She said children all
over the world ask the
the
same
puppets
questions.
The show also has been
seen on the television show
P.M. Magazine and the
Today Show. The troupe
will perform at the World’s
Fair in Knoxville.
Marty Schulter, new
coordinator for disabled
student services, said he
enjoyed the show.
"It was funny," he
said. "It was great to see
the kids asking questions."

’Use the Spartan Daily
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to "What do you do at
recess?"
Sacks explained that
nonare
puppets
threatening to the children.
"The kids were very
open," she said. "They
asked questions of them
the puppets) they wo.uld
never ask a person."
The puppet troupe is
from Washington, D.C., but
has toured throughout the
United States, England and
Australia. The show has
been translated into three
languages, Sack said.
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Jack Sweeney. of Hewlett-Packard, plays backgammon during the computer show in the Business Classrooms.
By Janet Gilmore
They came from everywhere to talk
about computers.
They came from the School of Science,
the Housing Department, the Instructional
and
Center -- anywhere
Resource
everywhere on the SJSU campus to talk about
computers. And there were plenty of computers to talk about.
There were computers that looked like
some
huge Kodak Instamatic cameras
looked like portable television sets, others
like microwave ovens. More specifically,
there were Radio Shack microcomputers,
Olivetti electronic typewriters, Apple II and
Xerox personal computers.
There were plenty of computers and
plenty of salesmen to go with them at the
computer show in business classrooms 001
and 002, yesterday.
Yep, they came from all over to talk
about computers, but just about all they could

do was TALK.
Due to Gov. Edmund G. Brown Jr.’s
purchasing freeze, no supplies may be
bought: just looking at the more than 15
computers reminded Norman Brustrom, a
School of Science technician, of that fact.
Brustrom said his department ordered
two IBM computers but it "got caught in the
freeze."
Maria Josue of the Housing Department
was looking for a new typewriter to replace
her old one. But Josue said money for the
typewriter was not included in the department’s budget.
However, lack of money did not prevent
more than 50 people from looking over the
computers, punching in phrases and
programming word processors.
Most showed up out of frustration with
their "too complex" or "too old" word
processors.
There are approximately 10 offices on

campus using word processors, according to
Bruce Cherrin of the Purchasing Office.
The data processing committee of the
Purchasing Office has recommended that
microcomputers replace word processors
because they can function as computers as
well as word processors. And although a price
range of $3,000 to $5,000 seems a bit high, the
committee recommends that purchases be
made "as soon as possible" before prices are
even higher.
But Cherrin said purchasing forms
submitted to them would be turned over to the
chancellor’s office, and if the chancellor’s
office approved a purchase, an exemption
from the freeze would have to be granted by
the governor’s special committee.
But Cherin concluded:
They can’t buy anything. This (the
computer display (is purely for them to show
their wares. There is absolutely no comm ittment."

Son Jose CA 951 I 7
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however.
"We do less country
with the drums," Danitschek said. "We’re leaning
more toward rock and
rhythm and blues."
Passage will play from
8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
The ’60s pop sound of
Back Alive is back
tomorrow night. The
group, which consists of
Randy Spendlove, lead
guitar, Dale Lewis, drums

and vocals, Scott Lamb,
bass guitar and vocals, and
Greg Noga, rhythm guitar
and vocals, received a good
response the last time they
played, according to
Roberson.
"They’re the kind of a
band that’s moving up," he
said. "They believe they’ve
got something in their
music and they’re real
proud of what they’re
doing."

Drawing a blank?

He said that although
Back Alive’s music is influenced by the Beatles,
they have "a style of their
own."
"There’s a difference
between a band that just
plays top-40 and a band
that ventures into its own
thin," Roberson said.
Back Alive does its
thing from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m.
tomorrow.
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Passage comes back to Pub in new form
Hopkins, Bobby Keyes and
Dwight Twilly.
The other two members also have had extensive musical experience. Collins has
toured in Japan and
throughout Europe, while
Price has played around
the Bay area.
Danitschek said the
group plays everyithing
from "familiar favorites to
catchy originals."
Their music ranges
from straight rock to
rhythm and blues to jazz.
Danitschek gave
several reasons for adding
a thid member.
"It’s like painting with
three colors instead of
two," he said. "We want to
make a better sound."
He said the new format
lends itself well to the
group’s original material.
"It portrays our
originals in a better light,"
he said.
The music of Passage
has changed only slightly,

kel
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By Lee Sherman
An old Pub favorite
returns tonight in a new
incarnation.
Passage is playing as a
three-piece group for the
first time in the Pub.
The group, formerly a
duo, consists of Mark
Danitschek on vocals,
piano, and bass, Jack
Collins on guitar and violin,
and new member Dave
Price on drums.
According to Pub
entertainment director
Cam Roberson, Passage
has been playing as a
three-piece at weddings.
He said he isn’t reluctant to
book them in this new
format.
"They always do well
as a two-piece," he said. "I
always get a lot of compliments on them."
is
a
Danitschek
veteran of the Los Angeles
studio scene.
He has played with
such
distinguished
musicians as Nicky
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Events Center,
. . . Now what?
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Basketball courts
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- - S.U. Ballroom rocks with praise of Christ
Black gospel group supplies campus rhythm

des

by Mark DaFrene

Ron Kenoly and the Cedars of Lebanon accompanied by vocalist Marky Qjayle (left)
performed Saturday night in the S.U. Ballroom

during the first Black GOS,:q1 Scholarship Extravaganza. The group sang about the birth and
death of Jesus.

Creativity reaps rewards;
SJSU students get $2,000

I

Phelan Awards honor 1 7 authors, poets
By Holly Taglier
It
takes
some
imagination to keep an
academic program afloat
in these inflationary times,
and imagination is exactly
what won SJSU students
more than $2,000 in cash
prizes and scholarships at
the annual Phelan Awards
Friday afternoon.
The English pepartment awarded $1,600 to 17
students who demonstrated
creative writing expertise.
The students competed in
10 separate categories
ranging from sonnet and
short story to drama and
critical essay.
According to Leslie
English
Calandrino,
Department secretary, 43
students submitted a total
of 147 manuscripts for
judging.
"This year we’ve had a
lot of new winners," she
said, explaining that some
students may win awards
several times in a row
because "they know about
it.
"They re-enter and
they have strong writing
abilities," she explained.
Entries in each
category are judged by a
separtate panel of three
faculty members appointed by Nils Peterson,
this year’s coordinator.
Each category has four
awards with first place
worth $75.

11’

Peterson said the
judging committee may
refrain from issuing an
award if sufficient submissions have not been
made. Some categories,

such as sonnet, are more
difficult than others and do
not attract as many entries, Peterson explained.
Calandrino said the
money awards have been
presented "for at least 30
years." A $10,000 bequest
from the estate of former
California Sen. James
Phelan of Villa Montalvo is
used for awards, she added.
Although Phelan was
not an alumnus of SJSU, he
was "very interested in the
arts, very interested in San
Jose State," Peterson said.
In addition to the
Phelan Awards, four
scholarships also were
given in recognition of
writing excellence.
Marjorie
The
McLaughlin Award went to
Sandra Abbott. The award,
offered for the first time
this semester, is open to
university -wide competition and includes a $200
prize.
The $50 Mara Steffey
scholarship went to
Kathleen Fritz as the
English
outstanding
graduate student, and the
$100 Roberta Holloway
scholarship went to Becky
Hayworth as the outstanding English undergraduate.
The $200 Phil Cook
scholarship was awarded
to Marie Perucca-Ramirez
in
excellence
for
linguistics.
The following students
also received awards in the
Phelan competition:
Verse,
Patterned
Adams,
Kathryn

First
"Retirement:
Autumn."
Sonnet, Maria Mendenhall, "Future Shock";
Maureen Keenan, "Silence
Like Yours."
Free Verse -- More
than 30 lines, Verna
Watterson, "Grandma
Family Reunion"; Maria
Mendenhall,"Shadow
Wife"; Sandra Abbott,
"For My Grandmother";
Ken Yeager, "Hot Windless Days"; Kathryn
Adams, "Trespassing":
Romano,
Ellen
"Variables."
Free Verse Under 30
lines, Paul Simon,
"Bellini" ;
"Guston,"
Verna Watterson, "What
Remembered Grief."
Kathryn
Satire,
Adams, "Farewell, My
Hourly"; Verna Watt er s on, "Save Our
the
Children -- Save
World."
Short Story more
than 2,000 words, Gerald
McCann, "Small Victories
of M. Le Fog-cutter"; De
’An Mail., "The Promise";
Maria Mendenhall, "Just
Another Fish in the Sea";
Nelson Curtis Sorkin,
"There Was a Shy Dog
Running"; Marc Peterseri,
"And the Skies Are Not
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"Jesus made a claim that none of the others made,"
Kenoly continued. "He claimed to be God. He conquered
death and destruction and rose from the grave."
Kenoly ended a shortened version of the third part
proclaiming, "Are you looking for Jesus? He’s alive."
Kenoly, a popular singer in the late ’608 and early ’705
with a hit song "Lovely Weekend," changed the direction
of his life when he dropped his singing career turning to
religion for personal fulfillment.
"My career had reached every goal that I wished to
attain," Kenoly said. "After every goal I would find
myself empty again.
"I committed my life, my family and my personal
talents to God."
It took Kenoly two-and-a-half years to complete the
concert consisting of 28 songs, 26 of which come from the
Bible. "The Lord said his word would not return void,"
Kenoly said, explaining he took the lyrics from the Bible.
Kenoly moved to Oakland from Los Angeles, where he
said conditions were not conducive to writing a gospel
concert.
"In April of 1978, the musical was completed," Kenoly
explained, "and I began searching for a group to perform
this musical."
"It began with five people out of Bethel Missionary
Baptist Church. Since then the Lord has added as He has
seen fit."
The group now consists of people from different
religious denominations and ethnic backgrounds. The
horn section consists of two whites and a black while the
vocal section consists of three blacks and a white.
"God has blessed us all with a burden for
evangelism," Kenoly said."The diversity of the group is
testimony to the unity that God desires for His people."
This concert marked that last for Black Gospel Extravaganza creator Byron Berhel. Berhel has mixed
feelings about leaving the gospel committee.
"I feel glad that lam graduating," Berhel said, "but I
am also sad that I’m leaving something that is so close to
me."

Meet Michael Jordon. And his mistake.
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Cloudy All Day"; Kathryn
Adams, "How She Almost
Drowned."
Short, Short Story
up to 2,000 words, Sandra
Abbott, "West Virginia’s
Thorton Bar and Grill";
Shelia Sapir, "Recollected
in Tranquility"; Maria
Mendenhall, "So Much
Depends"; De ’An Marr,
"And Then There Was
One."
Familiar Essay,
Gerald McCann, "One
Word is Worth Ten
Thousand Pictures";
Becky Hayworth, "Night
Terror"; Scott Prewett,
"Untitled."
Essay,
Critical
Kathryn Adams, "Angels
and Polarities"; Verna
"Stepping
Watterson,
Sharon
Westward";
Poetic
"The
Brown,
MenMaria
Truth";
denhall, "The Wife’s
Tale," by Seamus Heaney.
Play, Nelson Curtis
Sorkin, "Jam It On Up,"
"Here Comes the Ice
Age";
lone Shepard,
"Keith"; Gerald McCann,
"Fifth Column in the
Twelfth Precinct."
Several of the winning
compositions can be found
in this semester’s issue of,
,"Reed" magazine.

By Mike Thomas
Berhel is also the brain behind the scholarship that
Ron Kenoly and the Cedars of Lebanon rolled onto was given to high schooler Anthony Bennet, who will be
campus last Saturday night rocking the Student Union attending SJSU in the fall.
"I would like to see the extravaganza continue on an
Ballroom for two hours in a concert outlining the life of
Jesus Christ, at the first Black Gospel Scholarship Ex- annual basis and see the amount of scholarship grow,"
said Berhel.
travaganza.
Kenoly and his Cedars of Lebanon sang and acted out
Bennet received a $612 scholarship to cover the cost of
the birth, life and resurrection of Christ in a concert born
books and fees for the 1982-83 school year. Bennet was
in the mind of and written by Kenoly.
"Praise God that nobody will leave this building picked from high school students from seven different
without being prayed for," Kenoly said as he asked people area high schools. Each student submitted an essay based
to join hands and pray for each other in fellowship. on gospel music from which the winner was chosen.
A donation of $78 was also given to the Santa Clara
"Hallelujah, crown Him King of kings."
County Children’s Shelter and the Afro-American Studies
The first song, a solo by Shirley Faulkner, was about Department at SJSU. This money was donated by
an angel who was sent to Mary to tell of the coming of audience members who attended the fall Black Gospel
Jesus and that He would be born to her and Joseph.
Extravaganza.
Other songs of the first part included the angel coming
to Joseph and a dialogue between Joseph and the inn
keeper. The first part concluded with the birth of Jesus.
"It was the first Christmas," Kenoly preached, "but
When you’re wanted for a murder
not a Christmas that you and I have come to know.
you
didn’t commit,
"It was painful. Mary was of child and was not
married. Jewish law was to have adulterists stoned to
Chased for secrets you didn’t steal,
death."
And running from people who want
"I can just imagine what Mary was thinking to herself, ’bow Caesar Augustus. Bow you gossipy women back
to kill you,
in Nazareth, the King is here.’"
The second part of the concert went through the life of
The worst mistake you can make is
Jesus from the baptism with John the Baptist, to a footfalling in love...
tapping-a-hand-clapping number that exclaimed,
"You’ve got to give love the same way that God gives love
to you," before slowing down to do "Who do you think I
am?" by soloist Avis Blair.
During the break, Kenoly explained the purpose of his
group. "The one thing that we have in common is the love
for Jesus Christ," Kenoly said. "We go some places where
nobody else will go because in Matthew 25, He said, "If
you don’t visit those in hospitals and prisons you’ve
passed me by.’"
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Proposed financial aid cuts could
turn Kelly Bailey’s education into...
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Alicia Enriquez, left. and Kelly Bailey compare noteslabove I. Bailey said she feels
"frustration with the future cuts" and sometimes thinks about it during class (right).
Below, Bailey listens to a class lecture, but worries about not being able to complete her
master’s in engineering.

)

don’t
Statistics
always tell the full
story, and Kelly
Bailey’s case is no exception.
On paper she’s just one
of 1,000 Work Study
recipients and one of 840
Educational Opportunity
Program grant recipients
at SJSU.
But she’s also one of
2,200 SJSU students whose
aid may be reduced or
eliminated if Congress
adopts President Reagan’s
proposed 1983-84 budget

that calls for $1.5 billion
cuts in federal student aid.
The Daily wanted to
find out the story behind
the statistics, and Bailey
seems to be a "typical"
financial aid recipient.
A minority student,
Bailey is female and
upon her
dependent
parents for support each
a common trait among
financial aid recipients.
What would a cut in aid
mean for Bailey, an 18freshman
y ea r -old
majoring in electrical

engineering?
"I’d have to take a
year off of school and work
to cover the fees. It would
be) like taking one step
forward and getting pushed
back two," said Bailey,
who wants to work toward
a master’s degree.
Bailey’s $1,400 Work
Study allotment for this
year expired at the end of
April, and she had to quit
her clerical assistant job
with the campus-based
Mathematics, Engineering
and Science Achievement
she
where
program,

financial aid to continue
going to school full-time.
Her father was laid off
March I from his job at
General Motors, and her
mother’s salary as an
instructional aid at Mount
Pleasant
elementary
school isn’t enough to
support the six-member
family.
Only Bailey’s 20-yearold sister, a student at
Evergreen College, is able
to work and help pay the
mortgage on the family’s
three-bedroom home in
East San Jose. Bailey’s 12-

’I’d have to take off a year of
school and work to cover fees’
earned $4.75 an hour.
"As far as this year has
gone. I’m fine. I’ve made
it. My main worry is
whether I’ll be able to
continue next semester at
San Jose State," she said.
Bailey said she’ll need

photos by
David Nuss
Text by
Cindy Maro
Owning a car would be "too ex
pensive" for Bailey, so she takes the
hus to schoollleft). Above, Bailey
worked with MESA coordinator
Vince Contrer as before her Work
Study allotment ran out in April.

year-old sister and 4-yearold brother are too young to
work, so Bailey turned over
her savings to help make
ends meet.
"If my father does not
go back to work soon, it will

come to us not having a
roof over our heads,"
Bailey said. "Right now
everybody’s salaries are
combined into paying the
bills."
Bailey doesn’t own a
car, but she occasionally
gets a ride to school from a
friend who doesn’t ask for
gas money. Otherwise, she
takes the bus.
"I live from year to
year,
semester
to
semester," she said.
Bailey said she is
frustrated with Reagan’s
proposal because she sees
a cut in aid as a cut in her
educational opportunity.
And higher education is
synonymous with success
to Bailey.
"Society dictates that
today," Bailey said. "When
I get out of college I want to
get into a job that’s well paying."
But right now, Bailey’s
name may become just
another
statistic
if
Reagan’s budget cut is
adopted.
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,,.SHARSMITH
continued from page 4
The experience was one he says
he’ll long remember.
"With some of those boys I still
correspond," he said, beaming.
He completed high school in
Pasadena, then received his B.S. in
botany from UCLA in 1932 and his
doctorate from UC-Berkeley in 1940.
Sharesmith came to SJSU in
1950 after teaching at the universities of Washington and Minnesota.
With the patience acquired
through years of teaching, he sorts,
mounts and catalogs specimens,
many of which he collected himself.
One day he was searching his
collection for a specimen of
a four-petaled plant
6, .Ak cruciver,
ilf WI suggestive of a cross.
Gently, he pulled the strap off
the package of specimens. The dust
flew. The package opened to reveal
a stack of old newspapers, in which
the plants were wrapped. He was
looking for specimen No. 870, he
saidHis eyes sparkled as he lifted the
1
.
fragile newspaper with a masthead
dated June 21, 1949.
"There it is!" he exclaimed.
Isn’t that
"Now, migosh!
fascinating? I knew that specimen
was somewhere after 33 years."
It is just one of the more than
10,0110 mounted and unmounted
specimens in the herbarium which
came from the United States,
Europe, Canada and Mexico.
The collection represents the
greatest variety for a collection it
size anywhere in the world.
Sharsmith is choosy about the
quality of specimens. When he took
over the herbarium it was in the Old
0
Science Building; he filled half a

dozen trash cans with bad
specimens.
"There wasn’t anything worth a
damn," he recalled.
Jim McRory, a senior in botany,
once mailed Sharsmith some
specimens from Mexico. According
to Sharsmith they didn’t arrive in
the best shape.
Sharsmith casually asked
McRory if the Mexicans had been
friendly. McRory said yes, to which
Sharsmith snapped, "By the looks of
your specimens, it looks as though
there were natives chasing you with
spears!"
Having to work closely with
Sharsmith the scientist can
sometimes be embarassing, according to Wayne Savage, a
colleague. "He’ll let me know quite
bluntly that I haven’t collected good
speciments, even though I wasn’t
looking for herbarium specimens,"
Savage said.
Another colleague has experienced Sharsmith’s perfectionism.
Ron Stecker was carrying five
plants in a hallway when Sharsmith
approached him and asked Stecker
to name the plants.
"I knew the names of three of
the five plants," Stecker said.
"You call yourself a biologist
and don’t even know the names of
those other two plants," Sharsmith
needled him.
His fellow professors showed
regard for him when the herbarium
was named after Sharsmith, a man
imbued with a deep respect for
nature.
That respect is epotomized in
observations he once made while
hiking near Wonder Lake in

Alaska’s Mt. McKinley National
Park:
"I’ve never seen Mother Earth
more beautiful in my life! When you
see mauve and purple lichen and the
bright green of the low shrubs, with
their shining berries like rubies, it’s
altogether lovely!"
Nature isn’t the only thing
Sharsmith enjoys.
He takes in an occasional opera
("I’m very fond of music") and he
brings his small accordion with him
to Yosemite. "It only plays simple
songs," he says laughingly. "It’s my
companion."
Sharsmith even cooks Frenchstyle meals in a tent on his outings.
"He’s quite a chef," Savage said "he
still uses the implements handed
down to him from his uncle" who
had been a chef at the Mark Hopkins
Hotel in San Francisco.
"It’s amazing that he’s bridged
the people-oriented world and the
natural, outdoor world," Savage
said.
He may be short on patience in
town, but in the field students just
love him. He leads songs by the
campfires.
His frugality, obvious in his
lifestyle, is legend.
He pays his bills all at once, in
person.
"I’ve got it all figured out so I
don’t have to use a 20-cent stamp,"
he said, smirking with satisfaction.
He lives alone in a small, onestory home. It is crammed with
books and magazines on botany, a
sign of his never-ending desire to
learn more about his field.
"Even I study," Sharsmith said.
"You get so that you’re not happy
doing anything else."
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two "rollers"

’Everything /know I
learned from the streets.’
f my marks are middle-class white men who often show
me pictures of their beautiful wives and cute children."
Blondie sighed, her face reddened, and for the first
time she showed a sign of pain. She dropped her head
toward the table.
"I’m not out here because I love my job. I’m here
because the money is good. And I can get back at men,"
she said.
"Nobody ever gave me a damn thing. Everything I
know I learned from the streets."
Gazing at the long ash of her cigarette while holding it
delicately in her slender, manicured fingers she explained
)she would enjoy being a wife and having a family.
But, instead, "My life was not designed to be happy,
like most women."
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Blondie said she has no respect for the wives. She
often has to listen to men tell how their wives love them.
She then smiled, adding how good it made her feel
knowing that it would give the man’s wife displeasure in
knowing that her husband was making love to a prostitute.
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"It’s moments like this that make my job worthwhile," she said smiling.
After 20 minutes of conversation, Blondie became
restless.
From where she was sitting she noticed the street
corners that minutes before were empty, were now busy
with "working women."
It was late evening, a brisk time for business.
Gathering her cigarette and coat, she stepped out of
the coffee shop and back onto the streets.
Blondie was eager to earn her money.
She stood in the cold wind, pacing every few
moments, hoping that a customer would come along.
She looked cold as she turned the collar of her coat up
around her neck to brace herself against the wind.
"You out tonight to satisfy?" a reasonably good
looking man in his 40s asked.
"Yeah, you can call it that. It will be $20 for a fiveminute session, 850 for a blow job and 8150 for an hour,"
Blondie replied.
She begin to lure her customer. She was all too
familiar with the working women’s game.
Making gestures with her right hand she let her left
hand slide down over the top of her large shapely breasts,
easing down between her thighs.
The mark stood there amazed, drooling at the mouth.
Blondie began rotating her tongue on her lips.
"Well, do you want some of this good stuff for an hour
or two? I know you can handle it, sweet baby," she said,
enticing him.
The man placed some money in Blondie’s hands. She
then turned her back to him, counting the cash and started
walking slowly toward the parking lot with her customer
following closely behind.
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This COUPON entitles YOU to the following SPECIAL
offers:50%off on Film Developing and Printing of Color

IPROSTITUTION
continued from pages
!’ Within seconds he was close enough to stab her.
Blondie, not saying a word, flashed back to the night her
stepfather beat her with the wire hanger.
Suddenly, the man raised the knife and slashed her on
the arm. Blondie then grabbed for the knife and both she
and the man fell to the floor. She knocked the knife out of
his hands.
Grabbing the bottle of whiskey on the nightstand
beside her, she hit him over the head with it.
The glass scattered across the room, and blood began
to pour from the man’s head.
Putting her clothes on, Blondie noticed the cut on her
arm was not deep, but it was painful.
"I wanted to kill that (man)! I hate men! They think
they can do anything to anybody," she hissed.
Realizing she would need protection, Blondie hired
(plainclothes policemen) to protect her.
"I pay them ( the police) some oil ( pay-off money to
cops) and they protect me from the crazy marks and keep
my name off of the police record," she explained.
She then got up from the table and looked at the clock
on the wall. It was 6 p.m.
Returning to the table she said in a sharp voice, "Most
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is almost here,
soon you will not be near,
That enchanting smile,
a figure to beguile,
Yes I shall remember thee,
Because you got an "A"
and I got a "D"
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SJSU wins PCAA
golf title on last hole
Spartan golfer Joe
Tamburino, who has been
falling in and out of slumps
all season, came out of one
yesterday as he won his
second straight PCAA
championship with a onestroke playoff victory over
Bob Summers of Long
Beach State.
Tamburino, the 1981
California
Amateur
Champion, also won the
team title for SJSU - its
second straight - when he
birdied the final hole at the
Smithfield golf course in
Logan, Utah.
Long Beach State.
which trailed the Spartans
by one stroke after the first
rounds of play, also

After both players
finished one stroke behind
after final scores were parred the first two holes,
Tamburino sank a 25-f uot
tallied.
who uphill putt for a birdie.
Tamburino,
only
battled Summers to a tie Summers could
after the first two rounds manage a par and the
Monday, came to the par-5, second title was decided.
SJSU’s Mark Cato, who
495-yard 18th hole with his
title and his team’s title on came out slow with a 73-74
in the first two rounds, shot
the line.
a blistering three-under
After socking his first par 69 on the final day to
drive more than 250 yards, miss the playoff with
his second shot landed on Tamburino and Summers
the green, giving him a by one stroke.
Andy Paisal of SJSU,
chance for an eagle and the
two titles. His 30-foot eagle one stroke behind Tambid just missed. Tamburino burino and Summers after
then tapped in a birdie putt 36 holes, shot a 74 in the
to give SJSU the team title. final round to finish in a
Summers also birdied the seventh -place tie with
18th, forcing a sudden- Spartan teammate Kurt
DeVa rona.
death playoff.

Men’s tennis may benefit from cuts
By Stewart Emerson
Although SJSU tennis
coach John Hubbell guided
his team from a mediocre
7-7 season in 1981 to a
respectable 15-9-1 finigh
this season in just two
years as coach. Hubbell is
still looking, as always, to
the future.
Like most other sports,
the future of Spartan tennis
lies in scholarships.
As it stands now, the
tennis program has two full
in-state scholarships worth
approximately $3,200 each.
The value of those
scholarships are expected
to rise another $300 in 1982-

83.

Next season, however,
the future is as fuzzy as a
new can of tennis balls.
When the Men’s Athletic
Department slashed all
scholarship money from 10
minor sports in April in an
effort to balance its 1982-83
budget, it shifted the
raising
of
burden
scholarship money to
minor sports.
The burden of raising
money probably won’t slow
down the tennis program
too much, according to
Hubbell. Hubbell said the
team should raise enough
money to cover the two
scholarships through the
Spartan Foundation. The
NCAA limit of scholarships
for tennis - if provided

through the school - is
five.
Hubbell said although
the tennis team has to raise
funds in order to survive,
there is the chance the
program could benefit
from the scholarship cuts
because if fund raising is
done independently from
the school, there is no
NCAA limit for scholarships. Hence, if Hubbell
and his players raise
enough money for 20
scholarships, 20 they will
have.
(fund-raising )
"It
won’t necessarily help us
for next year, but we’ve got
to start building," Hubbell
said.
"I’m going to have
things that they (donors1
can participate in rather
than asking someone for a
dollar, point blank."
He said some fundraisers for the fall are
already in the planning
stages. Although there are
no definite plans yet.
hinted
tourHubbell
naments, clinics and
strong
exhibitions are
possibilities.
Although scholarships
play an important role in
the formation of a competitive team, the Spartans’ sixth place finish in
the PCAA championships
shouldn’t be blamed on the
lack of scholarships.

Canali fourth in
Greco-Roman
meet
SJSU wrestler Brian
Canali took All-American
honors by placing fourth in
the AAU national GrecoRoman wrestling championships last weekend at
the University of Cincinnati.
Canali, a I25-pounder
out of Sunnyvale High,
started with three victories
in the 125.5-pound bracket,
but lost to the eventual
champion, Dan Mello of the
Marines.
Greco-Roman wrestling differs from regular
wrestling in that the legs
cannot be used for leverage
for tripping or scissoring,
nor can the legs be grabbed.
Upper-body strength is
the most important tool in
Greco-Roman wrestling as
the competitors try to
throw each other to the
mat.

Hubbell noted.
"That’s no exucse for
tourconference
the
nament," Hubbell said.
"No excuse. We just played
poorly." Hubbell said
SJSU, with its two
scholarships, ranks "sixth
or seventh" in the PCAA.
He said the Spartans
should have finished third
behind Irvine and Long
Beach.

given day. He said it just
wasn’t the Spartans’ day.
Instead of a dual match
setup, each player is
seeded according to his
season record. If a player
happens to lose his first
match, he is automatically
removed from contention
for the title.
"With that format, you
Hubbell said the way
tell what’s
the PCAA tournament is can never really
set up, any team (almost going to happen," Hubbell
any team) could win on any said.

Instead, Long Beach,
which beat SJSU 5-4 earlier
this season, nipped Irvine
by one point in total team
points for first place. Santa
Barbara and Fresno State,
which both lost to the
Spartans this season,
finished third and fourth.

te,
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Court Hoops
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Tanning Booths
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DAY CARE FACIUTIES
Open 7 Days a Week
LOCKER ROOMS
With jacuzzis. saunas
and steams
EXERCISE CLASSES
Schoeber’s Health Club
offers a variety of exercise
classes designed to improve
flexibility and cardiovascular
fitness -over 30 classes a week.
NAUTILUS EQUIPMENT
Complete for men & women
SNACK BAR
Complete with daily specials
crnd health drinks
CLUB ACTIVITIES
Sponsored club trips to
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7012 Real Dr. (at Bernal Rd.), San Jots 629-3333

Winning the
U.S.
University Games GrecoRoman title at 118 pounds a
year ago, Canali was
named to the University
Games Greco-Roman team
at 125.5 pounds. He then
traveled to Bucharest,
Romani, where he won one
match while losing two.
Canali missed this
winter’s SJSU wrestling
season because of a pinched nerve in his neck.
However, he will wrestle
for the Spartans next year.
Canali attributes much
of his success in GrecoRoman wrestling to Karoli
Kanscar, former Hungary
national champion and
U.S. Olympic coach.
Kanscar plans to take
Canali to Hungary for
training after Canali works
at the Olympic training
center in Colorado Springs,
Colo., this summer.
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SJSU tennis player Brett Dickinson concentrates on a serve in a match
against Tulsa earlier this season. Tennis was one of 10 SJSU minor sports
that had all of their scholarship money cut last month. However, tennis
coach John Hubbell does not think it will hurt the tennis program too much
’mcause the team will be able to raise much of the money themselves.
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resigns

reenter prep coaching

to

assistant, it’s vital to put in extra time. I’d like to spend
By Mike Thomas
SJSU assistant basketball coach John Raynor more time with my family."
resigned his position last week to take over the head
The 27-year-old Raynor joined the Spartan coaching
basketball coaching slot at Boulder High School in
staff last season after two years of coaching at San Jose’s
Colorado.
Raynor was picked from among 187 applicants to Archbishop Mitty High School.
Besides his on-court coaching duties, Raynor also
replace departing Boulder head coach Kent Smith, who
built a program that was termed a "monster" by the helped with recruiting, travel arrangements, housing,
Colorado press after Smith compiled an 11-year record of admissions and general office duties for head coach Bill
Berry.
171-50 including two state championships.
"It’s a year-round program," Raynor said. "It’s a
"I want to get back to a high school teaching environment," Raynor said. "I found that in being a college year-round program in high school but at least you’re not

away from your family."

State and coached at Jefferson, Lincoln and Riordan high
schools, said that he is going to miss the Spartan
"We’re definitely going to miss him," Berry said. "He basketball program.
"It was rewarding and enjoyable to work with coach
has done an excellent job.
"He’s leaving on good terms with everybody," Berry Berry, Phil Rosemurgy (assistant coach) and (administrative assistant) Bruce Meisenbach.
continued. "He’s a great young coach."
"If coach Berry had not given me this opportunity to
Berry said that he has not chosen a replacement for
Raynor yet, but he’s got several people in mind and has be here I wouldn’t have had a chance for this job," Raynor
said. "I am very appreciative of his recommendation."
had several applicants for the job.
"My goal now is to become the best high school coach
Raynor, who was also an assistant roach at Boise I can."
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or groups Offices near campus

in singing blues. ,att or rock n’

per

Soler tric
Prompt
neat
III
accurate. Reasonable rates 739

Airfare Deed June 11
Aug 16. Into
US
Cross Culture Cntr IA

GCPRV 29711665

business
9042266

TYPING Fast any Accurate. 11 75

SUNNYVALE/VALLCO
MARCIES
TYPING
iBM

lesson

Non profit Educational Service)
17131 617 2039

which and how they are used is a
Ron
Resource
living
skill

reports
Processor

Jose. Call Kathie at 578 1216

Trips 4 seas orientation

Japan

14081

Ayailable

experienced typist for term
papers Santa Clara Area 296
2017

19,

July

your

TYPIST

Word

TYPING
SERVICE
term papers, theses, resumes,
inters
2490477
Word Proc

processing

Experienced technical. thesis.
Term paper I Dissertions Use
which
can
also
do
equip
repetitious itrs Etc Jan 318

SUMMER IN JAPAN 25 days Study
Tour Total program lee 51.833
includes.

and
needs

EASYTYPE
typing/word

Quality

94108 421 3473

Rev

typing

reasonable rates located in So
San Jose Ask for Lori at 201
4824

Correct Seeding errors! Per
page or hourly cost. 738 45.58

St 50/pg dbl spaced pica

1599rt.

For information call 415 444 5676

Beautiful full service

personal

$1 SO per double
spaced Page phone 913 1901

Sunnyvale
Svc
Fast, Accurate

Typing
Selectric
II,

thesis Exp
typestyles

AUSTRALIA 1 NEW ZEALAND
Plus
St
ID’s,

Attention female vocalist interested

I

Reiko’s

Quality

rt.

$49 low

WEDDINGS Marry legally in your
home or mine or on location No

SECRETARIAL

Electronic 736 0910

ow.

54100w.

KONG

CLARA

SERVICE (corner of Scott and
Benton) Handling educational,

home
Call Lynn at

theses,

produced on
All Formats

and

TYPING

AP

ever heard of a Cervical CaPI
Available at) Bay Area clinics

SCIENCE. MAGIC. AND FRAUD
can
be
but
overlap.
distinguished Knowing which is

outdoors,

for

SANTA

my

Joy 264 1019

OPENINGS.

9369

FRANKFURT

in L. A

25.

Resumes,

theses,

repetitive letters, camera ready
copy IBM Selectric wzmemOry

LOS
AMSTERDAM

Hotel

SPRING IS HERE. AND/ Nice guys
are looking for? nice ladies. 18

papers,

resurnes.ine

Sacramento CA 95860

Wright 733 4645. days
or anytime on weekends

PERSONALS

handling

in

1405)247 8433

Reasonable rates 774 1975

in

Clinic

term

reports,

counselors

lessons Call 210 64.47

Bicycles Sea to be sold via sealed.
bid, on display May 17 71 next to

TYPE

GUIDE to CRUISEWORLD. 20.
PD BOY 60179
7535 Watt Ave

Health

Women’s

$1

instructors.

done

Sunnyvale Area
7301511

EXPEDITIONS!

PLiCATION,

SENTIMENTAL

JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer/year
round
High pay. $000 52000
fields parks.
All
monthly!

Tuesday at 5 30P m Please call
Ministry 2911 0204 tor
worship counseling programs

Rev

SAILING

415 444 5676

Ilse, 267 5747. after 1 p m
TYPING

PROFESSIONAL
I

RESORTS,

Europe. Carribean. worldwide.
Summer
Career
Send 0095

57$

00 p

EXOTIC

bureau Call 792 DUMP

waiting

campus

Panetta.

LOST front Markham Hall Nylon
ski lacket, tan with blue stripe.

Christian

Sunday. Lutheran 10 45

Joan

CRUISES

Needed
Sports
office personnel.

Center

287 4315

Double Spaced Page From SI
Resumes Iron, S5 Call Pat at 356
7065

Mon Fro 9 5/Sat. I Sun Call 374
1570111 51

THE DATA DUMP
A multi service word processing

EverywoMn’s

REWARD!

PT.. Rex. T
MAJOR IN 0.7
Psych.. HmEc . SOc Wk work
one to one with Devel Disabled
persons Need car and ins Start

Firefly Or , San Jose Ca 95120

Sr

San Carlos St (next
to public Library) San Jose, CA
95113
14081
792 1613 Hours

FREE 30min. instruction
In house typing

Pregnanac y

me

Co 140 W

FOR

STUDENT USE
$2 79/hr FT students. S4 25/hr

Abortion
LOST AND FOUND

1967.

address and brief background
to SJSU Calender Suite 15$ 61311

Fellowship

leases Insurance. Our service
cost you nothing extra. We area
full
service
Travel
Agency . Trip I Travel Planning

fOr the more important things in
life $3 98 197 8794 After I

my

SHABBY"Say

GATOS
Dependable Typist, All formats
IBM Correcting Selectricill

1
Clubs Work
abroad prop
istudents only)
inter European
student
flights Car
rental
1

RECIPES Quick n easy. Nourishing
1 inexpensive
Saves you time

TOO

1Santa

Clara)

Correcting Selectric Will check’ , PROMPT.
PRECISE.
spelling and punctuation Call
typing
PROFESSIONAL,
anytime before 10 p m 263 11365
on
my
performed
IBM
cc/erecting Selectric II. Wide
TYPING WILLOW GLEN Double
typestyles,
P4ear
01
oerier
Spaced from Si 00/pg., resumes
290/101 275 9785
ROM 13 CC, also business typing

Phone 769

CAMBRIAN/LOS

Tours Groups

Pleasant Hill 11902$ 7900.

Call 2646155

Protestant

Control

281 9777

FREE

4 50/hr

Monday Friday

w/ins
Receive S513.00 SJSU males needed
for school calender Send photos.

am Catholic 4 00 and

Birth

plus

start Call 395 5100 Ask for DJ
Delivery/Pizza 19/T F/T Own Car

Center

natural organic

Tests Abortion
Planned Parenthood 287 7526 or

WEST PARK APARTMENTS One
two three bedrooms Pool spa
pone exercise
saunas ping

6AM

person

9397

Campus

CA MEXICO HAWAII .0 SA. An
ternational
Student
Identity
card Youth MCKIM Pass Eurad
Passes Britrail Passes Camp
ing,
Hotel
I
Adventure

cosmetic Co Call 356 3717
CONFIDENTIAL

Rates

Customers
Try
After 2. Thanks.

ZEALAND ISRAEL ASIA .AFIZi

Pregnancy

All
ROOM FOR RENT Female
privileges Family living Rent
Cali
mei utl equal MO/month
after 6p m 1,400632

’NOT

TO
RATES
STUDENT
AUSTRALIA
I
NEW

10

utilities

SHICOrno

trans

Reasonable

FLIGHTS
SPECIAL

EUROPE

professional
IBM.
Lew Cost, Guaranteed!
747 2611

Accurate
Qualify
Pam,

TYPING $1.25/pg.
Done
by,
typist
on
IBM
experienced

8674

Budget

and

Travel. CHARTER
TO

IN

WOMEN

MEN,

Audrey 990 5215

SECRETARY,
EXPERIENCED
reports, resumes. theses. Etc

Evenings/Weekends

TRAVEL . We
are
I agents who specialize in

Student

2063444 for I ree estimate
PROF

job too big 14061 370 2667

QUALITY

WORD

AND

TYPING thesis Term Papers, etc
Experienced
and
Fast.

STUDENT

FOR
ALL
OCCASIONS and all budgets
Calligraphy and weddings our
specialty Call invitations Ink,

TERESTED IN home based bus
Opp in sales and mang for

5377 or 5648 Ask for Marsha

TYPING
Anything
trine’ APA formal on request
core
IBM
selec. 111 Located
near Tully Rd
and Senter

SERVICE

PROCESSING

Call SEVEN SEAS TVL 244 7733

T

FEMALE WANTED to share 2 bdr
7 bath apt Avail room is on
furnished Most be clean, quiet,

TYPING
TECH Manual prepartion from
rough draft to camera ready No

FULL

for

Weddings

Photographing

Feminist

AT

$284.03 Our student travel dad
Will assist you in making those
dreams come true free service
on campus ticket delivery free

70

color prints. S hrs Photo album
Call
negation $195.00
and
246 3749
Schwartz.
Douglas

INVITATIONS

food Apply in person ’Okayama
Rest. MS AN 6th St . San Jose

OPEN PARTY FRIDAY MAY 7th
SIGMA ALPHA MUM? So 0th St
1. Greeks’I 779
Live Band

WORSHIP

251 8518

PHOTOGRAPHY

WEDDING

TRAVELERS!
to fit your

travel

budget. New York escape from
$144.00 Hawaii getaway from
$10400 Discover Europe frOm

weekdays, lunch shift Prefer
some knowledge of Japanese

9007119 Or
10 percent disc with
Parkway

988 9074
school ID

time.

Part

wanted

Waitress

SANTA CLARA STABLE HORSES
Great
5401
rented
$11/hr
America

or

Stuart.

730 6765

Call

request

SPARTAN

Economy

non students
Busboy wanted Apply in person
Okayama Restaurant 565 AN

facial

complimentary

Premises

Avenue 370 6600

Office on the LIPP., tiOhr

That’s More Than A Cover Up"
Call to arrange a fascinating
and

To Share Very Nice Large 7 Bd
PI Bath Apt in W San Jose
Parking. Laundry, and Pool on

mi

ph

COMEOUT

Auditions upon

HAIL

Jamie

Aero Maior Looking For Roommate

too

BAD HABIT Top 40 band available
for weddings. parties, clubs, etc

192,371100 or NW 31396
SOFTBALL OFFICIALS NEEDED
Will train 41.25/Game 3 301 5 PM

CLUB

SIERRA

201 11Se IS

wins fr SJSU nr Wine/Payne
Cable TV, K itch S2511/mo. Call
Rich 1415) 9616177 eves
day
799 4901 Marr cOle WO/re.

Open weekday afternoons at 510
5 1010 St San Jose, or call 14001
797 7299 Join us. Give Peace a
Chance

2 units tO shr 3 bdrm

Classit it’d Desk !merited Outside K2

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

/
1

/

waawaitNatinoitz Is
GREAT 3 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM (Model 995)
With Sound Quality So
Fantastic You Won’t
Believe Your Ears!

$ 1

Giant size cabinets give rich resonant
sound to fill even the largest room.
$149 each 1$298 for the pairi
uSRNaI
these
speaker systems are rather large for
the average room, their beautiful
walnut grain color blends well with
any decor.

Although

PRICE WAR!
INCREDIBLE!!

These speakers are one of Marantz’s
exceptionally good values. They are not simply
a "good speaker"; thay are exceptionally
High Quality speakers that produce far better
sound than many other brands of speakers on
the market.

BUT IT’S TRUE!!!
API’

AP-

Yoi; can have your choice of

ANY ONE OF THE BRANDS of
receivers shown below, for only

SO POWERFUL THEY CAN BE USED WITH
THE MAJORITY OF RECEIVERS ON THE
MARKET
5 YEAR SERVICE POLICY INCLUDED FREEIII

[that’s
right, only
one dollar],

FOR EXAMPLE:
This Marantz Model SR3100 has a sizzling
powerful 2 channel total of:

for a MARANTZ Receiver,
or a PIONEER

Receiver,

or a SONY

Receiver,

eit

88 WATTS RMSm
L OUDNESS
DUAL SPEAKER CONTROL
TAPE
I MUTING
V.
AM -FM STEREO MONITOR

GYRO
TOUCH TUNING

or a TECHNICS Receiver,
or an AKAI

Receiver,

or a KENWOOD Receiver,
a JVC

Of

Receiver,

LED
READ-OUT
METERS
SIGNAL STRENGTH METER
DUAL WATTAGE METERS

or a YAMAHA

Receiver,

or an ONKYO

Receiver,

with the purchase of one
pair of the speakers shown
above, at the prices shown above
of ’149 per speaker.
(LIMIT: ONE RECEIVER PER CUSTOMER!)

VOLUME

POWER

BALANCE

BASS MIDRANGE
TUNING METER

TREBLE

FUNCTION SELECTOR

Go to any other stereo store in the city and ask
if they will sell you this same receiver, (brand new),
for less than the manufacturer’s list price of $350.00.
But now, it’s yours for only. ONE DOLLAR
when you buy one pair of the speaker systems shown above,
at the price advertised above.
The SPEAKERS are $149 each, for a total of $298 for the PAIR.
Thus, your complete cost for the two speaker systems AND
the receiver comes to a total of $299.

OP.

ALL of the advertised receivers and speakers are BRAND NEW, :n FACTORY SEALED
CARTONS. They are NOT used; they are NOT factory seconds, they are NOT scratched
or blemished. They are ALL BRAND NEW. In many instances they are among the
NEWEST MODELS AVAILABLE, in each brand.
If you prefer OTHER BRANDS OF SPEAKERS, we also have many
other brands with the receivers available for $1 with speakers purchase.
Thus, you can purchase selected models of LINEAR SOUND, SONIC, SOUND TEC, JBL
902, etc. in various price ranges; and still get a wide choice of recievers for $1.
Limit: one receiver per customer!

MORE
GOOD
NEWS!!!
In some brands,

We

have a choice of different models available Supplies of some rriodels are limited. so hurry in for best selection

WATTAGE FOR EACH
CHANNEL IS 44 WATTS PER CHANNEL INTO FOUR OHMS MINIMUM
CONTINOUS POWER OUTPUT FROM 20 Hz to 20,000 Hz WITH LESS THAN
0.1% TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION. More power than you’ll probably ever need!!!
The wattage ratings shown above are for both channels combined.*THE

0 I

2 GREAT STORES TO SERVE YOU’ (Each store in dependently owned and operated I
San Jose - Santa Clara Area:

Mt. View - Sunnyvale Area:

STEREO DISCOUNT
CENTERS, INC.

STEREO DISCOUNT
CITY, INC.

W. San Carlos Ave., San Jose292-3904
1795 am
Open II

-7 pm Mon thru Fri.10 am - 6pm SalClosed Sunday

1621 El Camino Real, Mt. View.969-4221

Open 11 am - 7 pm Mon. thru Fri.. 10 am - 6 pm SalClosed Sunday

-wain

